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ABSTRACT
Plasticity solutions are presented in this dissertation
utilizing three different methods. Stability solutions are obtained
from the mathematical calculus of variations and the limit analysis
method of the generalized theory of perfect plasticity. Elastic-
plastic, large deformation solutions are derived, however, from the
incremental, plane strain finite element method.
Stability analysis is first performed by using the method of
variational calculus to determine the shape of the most critical slip
i
surface and the corresponding normal stress distribution. For a hori-
zontal slope of homogeneous soil, a logarithmic spiral surface of angle
~ is found to be most critical. The normal stress distribution along
the slip surface is in good agreement with the finite element stress
solution.
By applying next the upper bound method of limit analysis,
stability solutions based on the log-spiral failure surface, are
obtained in terms of "Stability Number". The method yields a closed-
form mathematical solution and is more adapted to problems of complex
slope geometry and soil's properties. Several piece-wise cuts of the
inclined slope boundary and the inhomogeneity a~d anisotropy of soil
. are considered in the analysis. Comparison between the limit analysis
and the most accurate limit equilibrium solutions sho',s an excellent
agreement.
Finally, an elastic-plastic large ueformation analysis is
given for a vertical slope of homogeneous soil. Soil is modeled as a
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linear elastic-perfectly plastic material with the Drucker-Prager
(extended von Mises) yield criterion and its associated flow rule.
The finite element method is used for spatial discretization, ,.mile
an incremental integration scheme, referred to as the mid-point rule,
is used to develop the g0avitational load-displacement relationship.
The governing equations are solved by the direct square-root method.
A 30 feet vertical slope with the vertical and horizontal
boundaries located respectively at 300 and 150 feet away from the toe
is studied in detail. The gravitational load (unit weight, y) is
gradually increased ,,,hile other slope variables are k~pt constant.
Effective stress analyses of insensitive c-~ soils are given for the
values of friction angle equal 10, 20 and 30 degrees. Total stress
undrained ~nalyses are also given for the two values of Young's
modulus. Gravitational load-displacement curves are shown for each
problem considered, while stress distributions, zones of yielding and
velocity fields are presented for selected problems only.
The results show the effect of larg'e deformation on the
solutions to be extremely significant. The velocity fields at the
final load increment are kinematically admissible within the framework,
of the limit analysis method. A rational procedure is developed to
evaluate the overall slope stability directly from the finite element
results. Comparison of the stability solutions in terms of the limit
value of y indicates that the upper bound limit analysis and some
of the most accurate limit equilibrium solutions are accurate within
•
a toJ.erable limit.
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1. INTRODUCTION
. 1.1 Failure in Soil Slope
Embankments and man-made cuts in natural soil are commonly
encountered in highway and earth dam construction. They can be made
high and steep enough to induce a failure due to the soil t s O\-7n weir;ht.
Field and experimental observations indicate that large permanent de-
formations usually occur prior to a final, catastrophic motion of the
failing mass. The appearance of tension cracks in the crest, ravelling
of the face, and heave in the toe area are all accounted for the final
collapse. One rather obvious mechanism of permanent deformation is
I
"sliding" on pre-existing macro cracks • It involves a down~l8rd and
outward movement of a slice of earth along a well-defined surface.
If failure is assumed to occur abruptly, then, the stability computation.
can be made directly from the slip-line, limit equilibrium, or limit
analysis method. These stability solutions are usually given in terms
of either factor of safety or critical height (F.S. = 1.0). A more
\
elaborate but rational analysis, however, requires a consideration of
conditions prior to the final failure. Accordingly, progressive failure
solutions in terms of stress, strain, and displacement are of immediate
importance. The finite element method is known to be the only means of
performing the progressive failure analysis.
Generally speaking, analyses of slope require solutions to
the three types of problems: the elasticity, the progressive failure,
and the stability problems. Elasticity problems deal with stress and
deformation of soil around slope under an initial application of load.
A linear relationship between stress and strain is assumed to prevail.
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Stability problems, on the other hand, deal with the condition at the
incipient failure of slope. The theory of perfect plasticity is
generally used to develop methods whi~h are capable of predicting the
collapse load. Intermediate between the elasticity and stability are
the problems of progressive failure where the transition from the
initial linear elastic state to the final plastic state takes place
within slope. A knowledge of the constitutive relation of soil is
required.
The purpose of this dissertation is to present plastic
solutions to the slope-related problems in soil mechanics. The first
,
part concerns the estimate of the critical height associated with
stability problems. The second part concerns elastic-plastic large
deformation finite element solutions w'hich give ans\Vers mainly to the
progressive failure problems. The Mohr-Coulomb failure
condition is used exclusively in the classical stability analyses as
being found in the limit equilibrium or the variational calculus
method. The identical Coulomb yield criterion and its associated
flow rule is also assumed in the finite element soil model as well as
in the stability calculation by the limit analysis approach. Recently,
Bishop (1966) correlated all possible failure criteria with experimental
data and concluded that the Coulomb yield criterion best predicts soil
failure.
1.2 Methods of Analyses
At the present time, analyses of slope can be made by employ-
ing one of the following methods:
1. Slip Line Method
-4-
2. Limit Equilibrium Methods
3. Limit Analysis Method, and
4. Finite Element Method
The first three methods are gener~lly used in association with the sta-
bility problems where th.e critical height is sought. If instead, a
movement of slope" and a stress distribution within the soil mass are
of prime interest, th~n the fourth method must be used. Only a brief
description of each procedure is given h~re. More details on both
theoretical and practical as~ects can be found in the later chapters.
Slip Line Method
The method involves a construction of a family of shear or
slip lines in the vicinity of the boundary loads. These slip lines
which represent the directions of the maximum shear stresses form a
network known as a slip-line field. The plastic slip-line field i.s
bounded by regions which are rigid and fully elastic. For plane strain
problerns~ there are two differential equations of p~astic equilibrium
and one yield condition available for solving the three unknown stresses.
these equations are written with respect to curvilinear coordinates
which coincide with the slip lines. If the boundary conditions are
given only in terms of stresses, these equations are sufficient to give
the stress distribution without any reference to the stress-strain re-
relationihip. However, if displacements or velocities are specified over
part of the boundary, then the constitutive relation must be used to
relate the stresses to the strains and the problem becomes much more
complicated. Although solutions may be obtained analytically, numerical
and graphical methods are often found necessary, see Sokolovski (1955).
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Limit Equilibrium Methods
The Swedish Circle Method, the Ordinary Method of Slices,
Bishop's Simplified Method and the Hedge Method are all classified as
the Methods of limit equilibrium, see Taylor (1948), Fang (1975). They
can be best described as approximate approaches to the construction of
slip-line fields. Assumptions must be made regarding the shape of
the failure surface and the normal stress clistribu'tion along such a
surface. The stress distribution usually satisfies the yield condition
and the equations of static equilibrium in an overall. sense. By trial
and error, it is possible to find the most critical location of the
I
assumed slip surface from which the critical height is calculated,
A further study within the framework of the limit equilibrium methods
is given in Chap. 2.
L~mit Analysis Method
In addition to the equilibrium and yield conditions, limit
analysis method considers soil's stress-strain relationship but in an
idealized manner. This idealization, termed normality or flow rule,
establishes the limit theorems on which limit analysis is based. The
method offers an upper and a lower bound to the true solution. This
is in contrast to other methods from which only one solution may be
obtained at a time. The upper bound solution is calculated from a
kinematically admissible velocity field which satisfies the velocity
boundary conditions, and is continuous except at certain discontinuity
surfaces when the normal velocity must be continuous but the tangential
velocity may undergo a jump on crossing the boundary. Similarlj, the
lm'7er bound solution is determined from a statically admissible stress
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field which satisfies·the stress boundary conditions, is in equilibrium,
and nowhere violates the yield condition. If the two solutions coincide,
then the method gives the true ·answer for the problem considered. The
upper bound method of limit analys is is used in Chaps. 3 and 4· to obtain
stability sc:>lutions for :inhomogeneous and anisotropic slopes. A good
treatment of the subject is given by Chen (1975).
Finite Element Method
The finite element method is essentially a process through
which a continuum with infinite degrees of freedom is approximated by
an assemblage of subregions, called finite elements, each with a
specified but finite number of degrees of freedom. The fundamental
property underlying the finite element method is that typical subregions
can be studied for their behavior independent of the other elements.
Therefore, once the behavior of a typical element is defined in terms
of the values at the nodes of the element, the compl"ete model is then
obtained by appropriate assembly of the complete system of elements.
The basic steps involved in the finite element analysis are discussed
in detail by Clough (1965), Zienkiewicz (1971). In particular, the
incremental plane strain finite element analysis with a Drucker-
Prager perfectly plastic soil model is used in this dissertation to
solve the elastic-plastic large deformation boundary value problems
associated with soil slope.
Remarks on the Methods of Slope Analyses
The methods described earlier are virtually related to each
other in a certain 1vay .. Most of the slip-line solutions give kinematically
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admi.ssible velocity fields and thus considered as upper bound solutions
. provided that the velocity boundary conditions are satisfied. If the
stress field within the plastic zone can be extended into the rigid
region so that the equilibrium, boundary, and yield conditions are
satisfied, then this solution constitutes a lower bound. Many slip-
line solutions which once considered the only true solutions, have
disappeared from the literatures as the result of the proofs given by
Drucker, Prager and Greenberg (1952) on the limit theorems of the
plasticity theory. The only ~oJork that has been done on the stability
analysis of slope using the slip-line method can be found in the paper
i
by Booker and Davis (1972). For a practical range of slope inclinations,
their results are not better than the more accurate limit equilibrium
solutions.
In view of limit analysis, each of the limit equilibrium
methods utilizes the basic philosophy of the upper bound rule, . that
i~, a failure surface is assumed and the least answer is sought. /
However, it gives no consideration to ·soi1 kinematics and the equili-
brium conditions are satisfied only in a limited sense. Therefore,
limit equilibrium solution is not necessarily an upper or a lower bound.
However, any upper bound solution from limit analysis will obviously be
a limit equilibrium solution. Nevertheless, the method has been most
widely used due to its simplicity and reasonably good accuracy.
Limit analysis method itself has many striking features that
should appeal to many researchers as well as engineers. The problem
formulation is generally simple ~nd a cloaed=form solution is always
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assured. For simple problems, it has been shown to yield reasonable
answers when compared with limit equilibrium solutions. Its capability
of providing a means for bounding the true solution is noteworthy.
Finally, the method is efficient and can be extended to solve more
difficult slope stability problems of which other methods have so far
failed to a~hieve;
By means of the finite element method, it is possible to
calculate the complete states of stress and strain within the embank-
ments and excavation slopes. Although the method has been proved use-
ful for studying the bearing capacity and other soil-~elated problems,
it has been less useful for studying slope stability problems. It can
locate areas of local failure but fails to give a clear an~wer to the
overall stability. Attempts have been made to evaluate the overall
stability, the results reported so far are not significantly better than
those obtained from some accurate limit equilibrium methods. Ho'vever,
the finite element method is undoubtedly of. practical value since there
is virtually no other methods capable of predicting the movement, the
states of stress and strain, and the localized failure zones around the
slope.
1.3 Scope of Investigation
The dissertation is organized as follows. In Chap. 2, the
method of variational calculus is applied to slope stability problems
in homogeneous soil. The shape of the most critical slip surface and
the normal stress distribution along the surface are the two functions
to be determined. The functional representing the resistance of soil
to. the action of boundary and gravitational loads is minimized. The
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normal stress distribution satisfies all three equations of static
equilibrium. Coulomb yield criterion is ~nforced at every ~oint along
the slip surface so that the factor of safety of slope against failure
is equal to unity. Analytical solutions are obtained by Lagrange's
method of multipliers. The results can be applied directly to the
limit equilibrium.methods in which the shape of the ~lip surface ~nd the
stress distribution are the two unknowns generally found.
In Chap. 3, the limit analysis method is used to investigate
the stability of slopes. The theoretical aspects of the method and
the Mohr-Coulomb's yield condition are described in detail. Computa-
tion of the energy dissipation within the soil mass is illustrated for
some typical failure mechanisms. A log spiral surface of angle ~ is
used exclusively in the formulation of the work equation. The analysis
considers soil's anisotropy and inhomogeneity as well as complex slope
geometry. An optimization technique with the aid of a digital computer
is required to arrive at the solutions. To prove the validity and
accuracy of the method, comparison is made with the best limit equili-
brium solutions.
For the first time, slope stability solutions in terms of
Taylor's Stability Number are derived from the upper bound method of
limit analysis and given in Chap. 4 for inhomogeneous and anisotropic
slopes covering a wide range of soil's friction angle and various slope
inclinations. The effects of the cohesion stress distributions, ani-
sotropy factor, anisotropy angle, and the presence of rock or hard
stratum on the performance of slope at failure are discussed in full.
Solutions are also avail~ble for special slopes with a series of piece-
wise cuts.
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A completely different approaeh to the investigation of
failure in slope is given in Chap. 5. The behavior of slope preceding
•
the ultimate or stability condition is the main purpose of the investi-
gation. Hereby, soil is approximated as an elastic-perfectly plastic
material with no strain hardening or strain softening. Illustrated
are the "complete load-displacement histories, the stress distributions,
the zones of yielding at various loads, and the velocity fields at the
collapse state. The finite element method and an incremental integra~
tion scheme are used to numerically solve the governing equations.
Elastic-plastic solutions of "large deformation" problems "associated
i
with soil slopes are also presented for the first time. A complete
analysis is made on a vertical slope of both undrained and drained
insensitive clays. A von 1'1ises model is used for the undrained
case while the latter employs a Drucker-Prager (extended von 1'1ises)
model which accounts for both internal friction and. cohesion of soil.
A summary and conclusions are given in Chap. 6.
-11-
2. THE VARIATIONAL CALCULUS AJ?.~ROACH TO SLOPILSTABILITY PROJll..EMS
IN SOIL MECrUlliICS
•
2.1 Introduction
Of all the procedures of slope stability analysis mentioned
earlier, the limit equilibrium methods have been widely and successfully
used by educators as well as engineers. The methods, however, are sub-
ject to criticism on theoretical grounds for the following reasons:
1. The analyses require an assumption of the shape of the
potential slip surface. To make the computations simpler,
a circular slip surface is usually assumed. In fact, it has
ibeen found th~t the failure surfaces of natural or man-made
slopes are non-circular [Jakobson (1952), Varnes (1958),
Legget (1962), etc.].
2. Arbitrary assumptions must also he made regarding the distri-
bution of the normal stress along the slip surface. These
arbitrary assumptions most frequently concern the locations
or directions of side forces on slices [Janbu (1954), Bishop
(1955), Morgenstern and Price (1965), Spencer (1967), Bell
(1968) J.
3. Some of the equilibrium methods, including the Ordinary Method
of Slices or Swedish Circle Method, Bishop's Simplified
Method, and the Wedge methods do not satisfy all the cond{-
tions of static equilibrium.
In the limit equilibrium procedures, the most commonly used
definition of safety factor is given as
F.S. = s/'f
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(2.1)
in which S :::: shear strength of the soil; and T :::: shear strength required
for equilibrium. The definition of safety factor given by Eq. 2 ..1 is
equivalent to the definition employed in the Ordinary Method of Slices,
where the factor of- safety is defined as the ratio of the resisting
moment to the overturning moment. Generally, the shear strengtl1 Aloug
the potential slip surface is determined from the Moh~-Coulcmb yield
criterion where
S := C + 0" tamp (2.2)
in which c and ~ are the soil strength parameters; 0" :::: the normal stress
along the slip surface resulting from the applied loads. It is evident
from Eq. 2.2 that, except for the case of ~ :::: 0, the normal stress a .
must be known before th.e shear strength can be determined. The problem
of determining the distribution of the normal stress along the slip
surface is, however, statically icdeterminate, i.e., the problem con-
tains more unknowns than the number of equilibrium equations available.
To be able to solve the problems, all limit equilibrium methods require
some arbitrary assumptions so that the number of unknowns can be re-
duced and equal the number of equilibrium equations. However, not all
of these methods satisfy the same conditions of equilibrium. While some
methods, like Janbu's Generalized Procedure of Slices and Morgenstern
and Price's procedure, satisfy all conditions of equilibrium, others,
like Bishop's Simplified Method and the Ordinary Method of Slices, do
not. Bishop's Simplified Method satisfies vertical equilibrium for each
slice and overall moment equilibrium, but does not satisfy horizontal
equilibrium and moment equilibrium for each slice. The Ordinary Method
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of Slices satisfies only overall moment eq~ilibrium, but not moment
and force equilibrium for any individual slice.
Comparative studies of the limit equilibrium methods by
Hhitman and Bailey (1967) and by Hright (1969) indicated that, for
a reasonabLe set qf ass unptions employed, any met.hod which satisfies
all conditions of equilibrium will give approximately the same value of
safety factor. However, as all of these methods share many common
features, the determination that they give nearly the same result does
not necessarily indicate that all of the methods are accurate; it might
ollly indicate that they are all but equally inaccurate. By using com·'
pletely different approach, Hright, Kulha,·ry and Duncan (1973) compared
their results with the existing solutions and concluded that none of
the limit equilibrium methods involves large errors. The linear
elastic finite element method was used in their analysis. Although
the accuracy of the limit equilibrium solutions is acceptable, the
criticism on theoretical grounds has yet to. be clarified. In parti-
cular, there Should be a means that enables the shape of the slip
surface and the normal stress distribution to be determinedc:.nalytically.
The work, presented in this chapter, is aimed towards devel-'
oping an analytical method to achieve the goal and not trying to improve
the accuracy of the existing limit equilibrium solutions. By using the
calculus of variations [Gelfond and Fomin (1950), Hilderbrand (1961)J,
the shape of the most critical slip surface together with its corres-
ponding normal stress distribution are determined simultaneously.
" ,
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2.2 Previous Hark
The application of the calculus of variations to stability
problems in soil mechanics was originated by a group of scientists
fr.om the eas tern countries of Europe. Gers€.vanov, the founder of Soviet
school of soil mechanics was the first to use calculus of variations
to solve problems of bearing capacity.
The next step in the application of the variational method was
made on slope stability problems by Kopacsy (1961) who rejected all
assumptions concerning the character of the distribution of stresses
along the slip surface, requiring only that the distribution satisfy
the three conditions of static equilibrium. Kopacsy sought a slip
surface for whicL the total resistance of the soil to the action of a
vertical load and of the soil's own weight was minimum. The complexity
of the presentation and the numerous misprints in the work of Kopacsy
resulted in his work going essentially unnoticed.
New investigation in the area of the variational method was
performed by Go1dshtein, Dudintseva and Dorfman (1969) who investigated
the problems of earth pressure on retaining ,valls. They selected the
total pressure on the wall as the function to be optimized. The
solution of an inclined, rough retaining wall was presented for a
cohesive backfill with curvilinear free surface. The proposed algo-
rithm was solved by means of a digital computer.
The stability of slopes was investigated a year later by
Kogan and Lupashko (1970). In their analysis, the factor of safety
was evaluated as the ratio of the actual slope parameters to those of
-15- .
the slope at the limiting equilibrium. The actual slope parameters
were obtained experimentally and, thus, subject to a number of indepen-
dent accidental quantities such as soil inhomogeneity at sampling
locations, moisture content fluctuation, instrumental inaccuracies,
errors in measurement, etc. To remedy these accidental quantities,
they developed some normal distribution c~rves using the method of mathe-
matical statistics. The problem formulation ~"as mar.e involved and
the solution required the use of numerical methods. Most recently,
Narayan (1975) analyzed the stability of slopes as a minimization
problem and obtained the crt'tical slip surface which corresponds to
minimum fact~r of safety satisfying all equilibrium and boundary
conditions. The functional representing the factor of safetywBs the
same as that used by Goldshetein (1969).· Approximate solutions were
obtained by the use of computer and employing some numerical techniques.
The surface was found to be somewhat of a catenery. A good su~~ary and
some details of the work done in Europe on the applications of the cal-
culus of variations can be found in the paper by Goldshetein (1969).
In this analysis, a minimization is made on the functional
which represents the weight of soil within the sliding mass. The solu-
tions satisfy the three conditions of static equilibrium as well as the
Coulomb yield criterion.
The recent work of Spencer (1969) on the shape of slip sur-
face is worth mentioning here. Spencer analyzed the stability of homo-
geneous slope by means of the method of slices with the assumption of
parallel inters lice forces and cOIicluded that the. ci~cular slip is more
critical than the logarithmic spiral. Spencer was probably not aware
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of the fact that the shape of slip surface and the normal stress dis-
tribution are interrelated, as indica~ed by Chen (1970), and should
therefore be tr ea ted as the variab les in the analys is . By as s uming
that the inters lice forces are parallel to each other is equivalent to
having one of the variables implicitly assumed. Consequently, the
optimum solution can never be assured.
2.3 Some Physical Facts
A typical slope of homogeneous soil under a uniform surcharge
load, q is shown in Fig. 2.1. The slope remains stable as long as the
stress developed within ihe soil mass does not exceed soil strength.
Instability initiates as the applied load q reaches its critical
value and the collapse of the slope may be described by the rigid
body slide of soil mass along one of many "potential" surfaces, S
1.1
as sho\vn in Fig. 2.1. At the incipient of collapse, the conditions. of
s~atic equilibrium of the sliding mass
rn =0, "E,V = 0, LM = ° (2.3)
as well as the yield or failure criterion must be satisfied everywhere
along the surface. The most critical of all these potential surfaces
is theoretically the one which allows minimum applied load. In absence
of surcharge load (q = 0), the gravitational weight of the soil mass
acts solely as the external load applied on the slope.
As an example, consider a uniform slope of Fig. 2.2. The
positions and values of stability factors, N = H y/c for several
s c
critical slip surfaces (plane, circular and log-spiral) have been
given by Taylor (1948) where IT = critical height, c = cohesion and
c
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y ~ unit weight. It is possible, then, to sketch in one figure the
three ~ypes of slip surfaces and compare the volume of the sliding
mass for each surface. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.3 for slopes
having base angles of 13 = 90° and l3 ~ 70°. The results show clearly
that the most critical shape is the log-spiral surface which also
corresponds to the "minimum weight Wof the sliding mass. It can,
therefore, be concluded that, of all the potential slip surfaces, the
one which allows the minimum weight W of the sliding mass gives the
most critical situation. This condition will be used as the criterion
of optimization in the following mathematical formulation.
2.4 Mathematical Formulation of the Problem
As stated earlier, in absence of load q the weight of the
sliding mass W is the only applied load on slope and may be defined
"by a functional
H··· SP
w
de
s
2P ~ rE..- - Hl / (ebw 2
e )
"a
(2.4 )
(2.5)
in which WI is weight of the area O-B-A-C as shown in Fig. 2.2 and r(8)
is an unkno\vu function defining the shape of the slip surface.
Referring to Eq. 2.3 and Fig. 2.2, the three equilibrium
equations can be written as
~ horizontal forces = 0 gives
s [~ cosa - cr sina] ds = 0
s
(2.6)
~ vertical forces ; 0 gives
S[-~ sina.- cr cosa] ds + W= 0
s
L: moment; O·gives
S [0 r sin~ - ~ r cosg] ds + W t = 0
s
(2.7)
(2.8)
(2.9a)
TIS = - -2 (
r \
arctan ;J) (2.. 9b)
The tangential shear stress, T and normal stress, 0 are related through
the following Coulomb failure or yield cri terion repeated here as
T = C + cr tamp
Using the Coulomb criterion (2.10), Eqs. 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8 become
(2.10)
in which
9hS P2 d9 == 0,9
o
P" de - 0
.)
(2.lla,b,c)
! 1
Pl = (- 0) i (r case) t tamp + (r sine)' J - c(r case) I
cr I (r case) , (r sine)' 1 c(r sine)'P2 = - . tamp; -
+1. r 2
Wl
- e2 e -h 0
(2.12)
(2.13)
(2.14)
where r(9) and cree) are as yet two unknown functions. The problem of
finding the critical slip surface and its associated normal stre~s
distribution on the surface may now be stated as fo1l008: Given the
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slope shO\m in Fig. 2.Z, determine the shape functiDn r(9) and stress
function vee) so as ·to minimize the w'eight functional, W of Eq. Z.4
subjected to the constraint conditions'of equations (lla,b,c). With
Lagrange's multiplier denoted by Al AZ and A3 ,one can irrite
I = P + A PI + Aft Pz ~. ~3 P3vI 1 L.
Since all integrands in Piv ' Pl ' Pz and P3 tnvolve only
r(e), vee) and the first derivative of r(e), the Euler differential
equation ~ill be first order, and can be represented by
(2 .. 15 )
.i.. f' 01 -1 01 0del ov I (e)_: 00(e) =
i
and
.i..f 01 -1 01
de I orl(e)J or(G) .- 0
(2.16)
.(2.17)
After substitution, integration. and simp lification of equations (2.16,
2.17), it fo11O\vs that the two unknown functions r(e) and vee) must
. .
satisfy the following fiLst~order differential equations
+ r iAl (tamp sine - case) - A
z
(sine + tamp cose)J-
(2.18)
independently of the normal stress distribution v(e), and
v~ [Az(cose - tan~ sine) - A1 (tan~ case + sine) + A3 rJ
(2.19)
The shape of the most critical slip surface can therefore be obtained
by first solving Eq •. Z.18 for reG). Once the function reG) is determined
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Eq. 2.19 CLln then be used for the determination of cree) "'hich. describes
the corresponding normal stress distribution along the critical slip
surface obtained earlier.
For convenience of solution, Eq. 2.18 is now transformed from
.polar to cartesian coordinates (Fig. 2.4)
A1yl
-
A2 - A3 (YY' + x)
tancp[A 1 'A y'
I
+ + - A3 (Y - xy') ; = 02 ~_.'
• f\
(2,.20)
Equation (2.20) can also be written in the form
( AJ\ .. ( A2\ r- ( A1\- y' y - A) - x + A3) + tanqJ , - J .. I;) + y I I ~\2\~(x + A3 !.~ = 0 (2.21)
Let
(2.22)
Equation (2.21) now becomes
- y'~ - X + tanqJ(- Y + Y'X) = 0
/
By .substitution into Eq. 2.23 the follOl-Jing terms
(2.23)
.X=rcose, Y = r sinG
y' = r case + r' sine
. r l case - r sine
,the complicate form of Eq. 2.18 now reduces to the simple form
~2 tamp - r r' - 0
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(2.24)
from vJhich reG) (2.25)
is the general solution. Equation (2.25) obviously represents the
simplest form of log-spiral surface of angle i.p having r as an abritrary
o
constant.
2.6 . Normal Stress Distribution
Re\\rrit1ng Eq. 2.19 with respect to the ne,v coordinates, one
obtains
cr' + 2 cr tan<p ~ ..::L + 2.c - y r cosG :: 0 (2.26)
:\3
Equation (2.26) is a linear, first-order differential equation from
which there exists an exact solution of the form
cree) = y2 11. 3 tanc.p
Y l' j exp (8-8 )tan ~c o· 0
--+
tanc.p 1 + 9tan2 c.p
(3 tanc.p cose + sinG) + D exp(-Ze tanc.p) (2.27)
in \.rrlich the Lagrange multiplier, :\3 and the integration constant, D
are as yet to be determined.
Since the moment equation ·(2.11 c) is independent of cr(e) , the
two remaining force equations (2.lla,b) may therefore be satisfied by
the proper choices of :\3 and D. Substitute r(e) of Eq. 2.25 and aCe)
of Eq. 2.27 int~ Eqs. 2.lla,b and solve for :\3 and D, the final form of
the non-dimensionalized cree) can be expressed by
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r sine exp(et~-~ +i cos 8 exp (9tanq) + A exp (- 28tanq)
i.. 3tamp ....J Z
The follOiving are constant terms \\'hich must be substituted
C2.28)
4CH/r ) (1 + 9tan2 q)) u
4
ce ) u C-
001
into Eq. 2.28 to obtain the required normal stress distribution cr(9).
in its non-dimensionalized form.
A = 11 l:h \8hu 3 (8)
+
u l (8) e
u3 (- 8)
0
"1 (- ell eOI:h h9 .
0 0
J[- 3(1 + tan2 q)) u4 (28) ~ 3tan~ u1 (Z9) -
I
\.
eh
[u1(9) +tan~ u 3 (9)]8 0
1
9h
f C1 + t an2 q)) u3 C;. e) 9
o
(L/r ) sinG
o 0
sin9 - sine cos9h] u4 (9 h)h 0
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9h Ie1[tan~ ul (8) ~ u3 (8)]80 LL (8) e'1A = 1 0 (AI)2
I:h I:hf(l + tan2~) ul (- e) ul (- e)
0 0
where the functions u(e) and f are defined as
ul (9) (ta:n~ c'os9 + sine) exp(e tan~)
u2 (8) == (tan~ sine + cos8) exp(e tamp)
u/e) :::: (tamp sine ~ case) exp(e tan~)
u4 (e) .- exp(9 tan~)
sine (L/r) (2cos9
000
6
L/r )
a
and the ratios H/r and L/r can be expressed in terms of the angles
o 0
9
0
and 9h in the forms
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H/r :::: . siu9h exp[(8h ~ e ) taucp] ~ ·81nO0 0 0
and
L/r :::: cose - (H/r ) cot~ - coseh exp[(9h - e0) tal.1cp]0 0 0
2.7 Significap.ce of the Results
There may be a controversial issue regarding the selection of
the functional to be optimized. It is true that, for every functional
selected, the results will be different from each 6ther although the
yield and equilibrium conditions are equally satisfied. The functional
representing the factor of safety is ruled out since the stability com-
putation in terms of the critical height requires the value of F.S.
to be equal to unity. In this particular study, the weight of the
sliding mass is minimized. The selection may appear speculated, however,
it is most feasible in view of the upper bound method of limit analysis
where the least applied load is always sought.
According to this analysis, the log-spiral surface of angle ~
is found to be most critical. This contradicts the conclusion made
earlier by Spencer (1969). Also, it will be shown in the next chapter
that the plane and the log-spiral surfaces are the only valid failure
mechanisms in the framework of limit analysis. Conceptually, the upper
bound solutions which are derived from the log-spiral surface, should
be considered most accurate, if not exact.
The normal stress distribution along' the slip surface itself
has two distinct features that should be emphasized here. The tensile
stress distribution is observed Rlone the upper portion of the
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'-surface. immediately beloH the horizontal ground surface. This simply
indicates that a tension zone has developed within that region. Ex-
perimental and field investigations 0.1: failure in slopes overwhelmingly
support this point. Secondly, the toe of slope represents a corner
point which is subjected to a stress concentration regardless of the
magnitude of the applied load. The normal stress distribution from the
variational calculus clearly reflects this fact by having a non-zero
and relatively large compressive stress at the toe. Surprisingly
enough, none of the normal stress distributions, reported by Bishop,
Morgenstern and Price, Janbu and others utilizing the limit equilibrium
methods, satisfies theseitwo basic conditions. The variational cal-
culus solutions, however, compare very well with the results reported
by Wright, Kulhawy and Duncan (1973). lbe linear elastic finite element
method was used in their analysis.
The variational method has been shown to provide a ration·al
and useful means of searching for the slip surface and its corresponding
normal stress distribution. For the case of complicate slope boundary
and loading conditions, the mathematical formulation of the problem with
proper modifications is still possible, though not necessarily simple.
The method is theoretically noteworthy but less amendable for practical
purposes.
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3. 1..l~LILAlJALYSIS APPROACH TQ-!SLQI>JL..QJABILITY __PR()~BLEl\lS_JJ'i ANISOTROPIC.
INHOMOGENEOUS SOIL
3.1 Introduction
In the realm of the mechanics of deformable solids, solutions
are considered valid only when they satisfy the stress equilibrium
equations, the stress-strain relationship _and the compatibility be-
tween strains and displacements. There is, actually, an infinite
I -
number of stress fields thatsatfsfy -the equilibrium- equations and also compa-
tible with a continuous deformation satisfying the displacement boundary
conditions.
In the theory of elasticity, stress is uniquely determined
from Hooke's law if the strain is known and vice versa. In the elastic--
plastic analysis, however, the complete solution involves the determina-
tion of, not only, the initial elastic response, but also, the inter-
mediate contained plastic flow tog~ther with the unrestricted or un-
contained plastic flow~ The complete analysis is
complicate and almost always impractical for the type of problems
encountered in soil mechanics. Any method which can predict the
ultimate load at the incipient failure of soil mass and by-passing
the step-by-step elastic-plastic procedures, should be considered
efficient and adequate. Limit analysis is one of the methods and i8
the subject of this chapter.
Limit analysis has been the principal method of strength
analysis in soil mechanics since Coulomb (1776) published his classic
paper on lateral earth pressures. The foundations for an acceptable
theory of plastic deformation, however, were not laid until about a
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century later by 'l'resca, Saint-Venant, and Levy. It took another half
.century and the \vork of researchers like von Karman, Haar, ·von Hises,
•
and Prandtl to develop the theory into a useful tool, for details of
these earlier works, see Chen (1975). The method of limit analysis,
although used heuristically by many early researchers, did not get its
theoretical foundation until the early 1950' S \'lhen several proofs of
the limit theorems were presented by Drucker, Greenberg, and Prager (1952).
The study of Drucker and Prager (1952) of a plastic material \vhich obeys
the Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion is of special interest to the field of
soil mechanics. The theory and the limit theorems make it possible to
I
establish definite bound~ to the ultimate or collapse load for a· soil mass.
The theorems of limit analysis have been applied successfully
to the stability problems involving materials such as metal, concrete
and soil. A review of the theorems along with their applications in
soil mechanics was given by Finn (1967). Recently, Chen, Giger and
Fang (1969), Fang and Hirst (1970) used the limit analysis method to
obtain the upper bound solutions of the slope stability problems in
homogeneous and isotropic soil. Chen then went on to solve the bearing
capacity problems [Chen and Davidson (1973)J and earth pressure problems,
[Chen and Rosenfarb (1973)J. The results compared very well with some
of the best solutions obtained from other methods such as the limit
equilibrium and slip-line methods.
While many researchers have enjoyed the success of applying
the upper bound theorem to soil mechanics, relatively few solutions
were reported using the lower bound theorem. The basic problem in
ariy lower bound analysis is the difficulty in constructing a ~Igood"
statically admissible stress field. Shield and Drucker (1953), Hay-
thornthwaite (1961), Chen (1969) and several others have pro-
posed methods for the construction of stress fields for a few simple
plane problems. However, there exists presently no rational method for
finding good statically admissible stress fields for proble~s involving
arbitrary geometry and stress boundary conditions. Lysmer (1970)
proposed a method which has many superfi~ial similarities with the force
method of finite element analysis. The yield condition was linearized
• j' •
in anticipation of the use.of linear programming. The method considers
a family of admissible plane stress fields and isolates the one which
yields the highest lO\ver bound. The method, although considered
rational, requires a tremendous computational effort. Its practical
limit can be overcome only by the development of faster computers
and more effective codes for the ~ethod employed in linear programming.
The theoretical aspects of the limit analysis method are
presented next and followed by the formulation of the work equation
for a general slope of .inhomogeneous and anisotropic soil. The solu-
tions which never appear before in any literature, are given and dis-
cussed in details in Chap. 4.
3.2 Theoretical Aspects
In contrast to the slip-line and limit equilibrium approaches,
limit analysis method considers the stress-strain relationship of soil
in an idealized manner. Hereby, soil is assumed to have a perfectly
plastic behavior satisfying the Coulomb Yield Crite~ion and its
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associated flow rule. TIlis idealization establishes the plastic limit
theorems on which the limit analysis method is based.
Limit Theorems
The two main limit theorems for a body or an assemblage of
bodies of a.n elastic-perfectly plastic material may be stated as follo\o1s:
Theorem 1 (lower bound) - The collapse load, calculated from a statically
admissible stress field which satisfies all stress boundary conditions,
is in .equilibrium, and nowhere violates the Coulomb yield criterion,
is always lower or at most equal to the actual collapse load.
Theorem 2 (upper bound) - The collapse load, calculated from a kine-
matically admissible velocity field of which the rate of external ,vork
done exceeds the rate of internal dissipation, is always greater than
the actual collapse load.
The upper bound technique thus considers only velocity .or
failure modes and energy dissipations. The stress distribution needs
not be in equilibrium and is only defined in the deforming regions
of the mode. The lower bound technique, on the other hand, considers
only equilibrium and yield conditions. It gives no consideration to
material kinematics. The effect of the changes in geometry on the
equilibrium conditions is also neglected. Moreover both theorems do
not require either the stress or velocity fields to be continuous.
In fact, discontinuous velocity fields not only prove convenient but
often resemble the actual collapse mechanism. This is in marked con-
trast to the discontinuous stress field which rarely resembles the
i::lcLual state.
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The Coulomb Yield Criterion
In deriving the solution of a t~vo-c1imensional, plane s.train
problem in soil mechanics, it is generally assumed that soil fails by
shear as soon as the shearing stress T on any section satisfies Cou-
lomb's equation
·T ::: C + 0" tarrep (3.1)
·in Hhich (J (here taken to be positive in_compressio~=== the normal stress
on the failure section, c = the cohesion and ~ = the angle of internal
friction. In Fig. 3.2 , Eq.· 3.1 is represented by the two straight
lines MoM and MoMl , in a plot of 'f versus 0". They intersect the
horizontal axis at an angle ~ and the vertical axis at a distance
c from the origin. The eire les wi th r ad ius R al1.d R are Mohr I s
o
stress circles at failure. The geometric relations shown in the
diagram demonstrate that failure occurs as soon as the radius R satisfies
the equation
R = c cos~ -
(CY + CY ) simp
x y
2 (3.2)
The circle with radiusR represents a uniaxial state of stress for a
o
compression of amount P.
On the basis of Eq. 3.1, Shield (1955), following upon related
Hork by Drucker (1953), extended Coulomb's law of failure in two-dimen-
sional problems to a unique yield surface appropriate for the geGeral
treatment of three-dimensi9nal probiems. In principal stress space
this yield surface is a right hexagonal pyramid equally inclined to the
CY I , CY2 ' 0"3' axes, and with its vertex at the point CY l ::: 0"2 = 0"3 ::: C cotw.
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As stated in the upper bound theorems it is necess8-:ry to
compare the rate of internal dissipation of energy D per unit volume
due to a plastic strain rate with the rate of work of external force.
It can be shown in general that the dissipatioh has the simple form
(3.3)
in which ~\ - a positive principal component of the plastic strain
rate tensor.
For the particular case of plane strain, the Eq. 3.3 reduces
to D - c coscp Y
max
(3.4)
in which Y = [(8
max x
0)2+ 0 2 Jl / 2;stlle . f .¥ y_ ~ maXlmum rate 0 - engineerlngy xy
shear strain. Equation 3.3 for the special case of the Prandtl-Reuss
material, for which cp = 0, was obtained previously by Drucker and
Shield (1951).
The following formulation of the energy dissipation within
narrow zones was originally developed by Chen (1966). It is presented
here only in brief for illustration and a better understanding of the
limit analysis approach.
Energy Dissipation in a Narrow Transition Zone
For the purpose of calculation, it is convenient to have a
failure mechanism containing a transition layer as in Fig. 3.3 to be
a simple discontinuity. The rate of dissipation of energy DA per unit
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area along such a surface can easily be obtained by applying the cori-
cept of perfect plasticity. According to the concept, if the velocity
coordinates are superimposed on the stress coordinates as in Fig. 3.2,
the vector representing slip velocity across the failure surface having
discontinuous tangential component ·ou' and discontinuous normal
separation component 6v' to the surface is normal to the tHO failure
envelopes M 11, but some freedom exists at corner 11 (see point 1'1 ,
o 0 0
Fig. 3.2). The dissipation DA may be interpreted as the dot product
of a stress vector (a,T) with a velocity vector (ov', our), and the
geometrical relations reduce the product to the simple form
DA :;: (a,1") • (ov', 6u') = (c cotcp, 0) . (ou
l tamp, ou i ):: C ou' (3.5)
since the value of this product is the same for all stress points on
the envelope. From the same figure it can be seen that
6v' :;: ou' tancp
which states that a simple slip OUI must always be accompanied by a
(3.6)
separation ov' for cp # 0 (see Fig. 3.3). This separation behavior is
extremely important since it makes the ideal soil fundamentally diff~
erent from that of Coulomb friction sliding for which the limit theorems,
proved previously for assemblages of perfectly plastic bodies, do not
always apply.
It is important to mention here that the plane surface and
the logarithmic spiral surface of angle cp are the only two surfaces
of discontinuity Hhich permit rigid body motions relative to a fixed
surface. The log-spiral surface, in particular, has been proved
earlier by the variational calculus approach to be the most critical
slip surface.
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Energy Dissipation in a Zone of Radial Shear 1~en ~ = a
f}.-
An approximation to this zone is given in Fig. 3.4(a) where
a picture for six. rigid triangles at an equal central angle f:...8 to each
other is shown. Energy dissipation takes place along the radial lines
a-A, a-B, a-c, etc. due to the discontinuity in velocity between the
triangles. Energy also is dissipated on the discontinuous surface
D-A-B-C-E-F-G since the material below this surface is considered
at rest. Since the material must remain in contact with the surface
D-A-B-C-E-F-G the triangles must move parallel to the arc surfaces.
Also the rigid triangles must remain in contact with each other so that
the compatible velocity diagram of Fig. 3.4(b) shaHs that each triangle
of the mechanism must have the same speed.
With Eq. 3.5, the rate of dissipation of energy can easily
be calculated. The energy dissipation along the radial line O-B,
for example, is the cohesionc multiplied by the relative velocity, cu',
and the length of the line of discontinuity:
(2V . f:...9\
c r \ SH'2/ (3.7)
in which the relative velocity cu' appears as (2V) sin 1::.9/2. Similar-
~y, the energy dissipation along the discontinuous surface A-B is
. I • 1::.9\
c \2r surT) V
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(3.8)
where the length of A-B is (2r sin 68/2) and bu ' ~ V. Since the energy
dissipation along the radial line O-B is the same as along the arc
surface A~B, it is natural to expect that the total energy dissipation
in the zone" of radial shear,D-O-G, with a central angle 9 will be
identical with the energy dissipated along the arc D-G. This is evident
since Fig. 3 J~ (a) becomes closer and closer to the zone of radial shear
as the number of n grows. In the limit when n approaches infinity,·
the zone of radial shear is recovered. The total energy dissipated
in the zone of radial shear is the sum of the energy dissipated along
each radial line when the numher n approaches infinity
( 9 \lim n 2 c r V s i n- :\ 2n/~oo
where 69 ~ 9/n
~ 2 c r V lim n s i r~ ~ c V (r9)
n-too
(3.9)
Energy Dissipation in a Log-Spiral Zone of c:,,;) Soil.s,
The extension of the previous section to include the more
general case of a log spiral zone for c-~ soils is evident. Now a
simple slip OU' must always be accompanied by a separation ov' as
required by the Eq. 3.6 \Vhile there is no need for such a separation.
when the shear strength of a soil is due only to the cohesion. A
picture of six rigid triangles at an equal angle 69 to each other is
sho\Vn in Fig. 3.5(a) and the corresponding compatible velocity diagram
for the two typical triangles A-O-B and B-O-C is examined [Fig. 3.5(b)].
If the central angle b9 is sufficiently small, one may write
VI :;;: V (1 + 69 tan~)a
V~ = V. (1+ 69 tanep) (3.10a)L 1
V = V (1 + 68 tan~)
n n-l
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and from these relations, the velocity in the nth triangle O-E-F is
v = V (1 + 69 tan~)n
n 0
where V is the initial velocity.
o
(3.l0b)
Clearly, the log spiral zone is recovered as a limiting case
when the number of the rigid triangles gorws to infinity. Then, in
the limit as n~oo, Eq. 3.l0b becomes
or V = V
o
( ~e \n 8V (1 + 6e tan~) n = V 1 + tancp \ ~ V e tan~
o 0 \ n ) 0
e tan~-.
e
(3.11)
in which V = velocity at any angular location, e, along the spiral and
agreeing with the value obtained by Shield (1953).
With Eq. 3.5, the rate of energy dissipation along the radial
line, say, O-B, is
(3.12)
in which ou' appears as V l 6e. Similarly, the dissipation along the
spiral surface A-B is
(
r 2 6e\
c cos~) (VI cos~)
in which the length of A-B = [(r2 6e)/cos~J and ou'= Vl cos~.
(3.13)
Again,
the dissipation along a radial line is the same an along the spiral
surface segment provided that the central angle 68 is small. Thus, the
expression for energy dissipation in the log spiral zone will be identi-
cal with the expression along the spiral surface which can easily be
obtained by integrating Eq. 3.13 along the spiral surface r = r
o
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e tamp
e
e
c S r V de = c S (r
o
ee tan~) (V
o
ee tan~) de
o
(3.14)
Co~~ents on the Limit Analysis Method
The multiphase natu~e of soils, the discontinuities such as
joints and fissues, the residual stresses, and so Qn can not be fully
accounted for in any solution scheme. Most of the applications, there-
fore, have been accomplished by adopting relatively simple but suffi-
cient1y accurate methods of which the limit analysis is the most recent.
The limit analysis method requires the real soil to be idea1-
ized as elastic-perfectly plastic. The idealization shown in Fig. 3.1
may appear drastic, however, it captures the important features of the
constitutive relation of the real soil. In particular, the idealization
captures the elastic response of soil at the early stages of loading.
It also reflects the actual behavior that the tangent modulus of the
stress-strain curve at or near the limit state -is generally a fraction
of the material's elastic modulus. When this modulus ratio approaches
zero, the perfectly p1a"stic behavior prevails. Furthermore, a similarity
in the unloading behavior is obvious since it is purely elastic with a
presence of permanent or plastic deformation when unloading occurs
beyond the elastic limit. It should be noted here that one of the most-
used idealizations, the nonlinear elastic, does not capture all these
basic features.
In the upper bound technique, the idealized soil which satis-
fies the Coulomb yield criterion and its associated flow rule enables
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the energy dissipation within the soil mass to be determined.' TIlis also
implies that the plastic deformation must always be accompanied by an
increase in volume, Eq. 3.6, of ~ # O. Experimental studies, however,
indicate that the.measured expansion may be considerably less than
predicted theoretically under certain conditions, see Drucker (1955,1961).
At least for the stability problems associated with slopes where the
boundary conditions are less restrained, the volume expansion can be
fulfilled to a great extent. Nevertheless, the technique offers a
closed form mathematical solution and an excellent comparison with the
most accurate solutions given by some other methods. Considering its
simplicity and the ability to bound the true solution, the limit analysis
method secures an important and useful role in the modern soil mechanics.
3.3 Inhomogeneity and Anisotropy of Soils
Soil deposits represent the result of many complicated natural:
processes. The departure of soil from being homogeneous and isotropic
is evident in all soil-related problems. The ideal properties,
however, are often assumed in the analysis. They are justified on the
grounds that the computations can be made much simpler. The limit
analysis method has shown the trend that it can tackle difficult slope
stability problems. To prove its capability, the inhomogeneous and
anisotropic properties of soil are considered in the analysis.
The term "inhomogeneous" soil used in this paper refers to
the cohesion stress, C which is assumed to vary linearly with depth
(Fig. 3.6c). The variation of internal friction angle ~ Hith depth
is not considered. Figure 3.7 shows diagramatica11y some of the simple
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cuttings in normally consolidated clays with several forms of. cohe-
sion stress distributions.
The term anisotropy is used exclusively herein to describe
the variation of the cohesion stress, C with direction at a particular
point; the directional variation of the internal friction angle ~
is not considered. The anisotropy with respect to. cohesion stress,. C
'of the soils has been studied by Cassagrande and Carr-iilo (1954), 1,0
(1965). It is found that the variation of cohesion stress, C with
direction approximates to the~urve shown in Fig. 3.6(b). The cohe-
sion stress C., with its major principal stress inclined at an angle i
~
with the vertical direction is given by
(3.15)
in which Ch and Cv are the cohesion stresses in the horizontal and
vertical directions respectively.
as "principal cohesion stresses".
The cohesion stresses may be termed
The vertical cohesion stress, C
v
for example, can be obtained by taking vertical soil samples at any
site and being tested with the major principal stress applied in the
same direction. The ratio of the principal cohesion stress Ch/C
v
'
denoted by K, is assumed to be the same at all points in the medium.
For an isotropic material, C. = C = C and K = 1.0. The angle m as~ h v
shown in Fig. 3.6a is the angle between the failure plane and the plane
normal to the direction of the major principle cohesion stress which
inclines at an angle i with the vertical direction. This angle,
according to Lo's tests, is found to be independent of the angle of
rotation of the major principal stress.
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The design of the general slope with different sections as
shown in Fig. 3.6(a) is becoming more notable because the minimum
volume of the excavated soil is often desired. Investigation of
these piecewise boundaries is also included in the analysis.
3.4 The Work Equation
As stated earlier in the upper bound theQrem of limit analysis,
a cut in clay shown in Fig. 3.6 (a) will collapse under· its own weight
if, for any assumed failure mechanism, the rate of external work done
by the soil weight exceeds the;rate of internal energy dissipation.
The upper bound value of the critical height can then be obtained from
the work equation which is obtained by equating the external rate of
work to the internal rate of energy dissipation for any such a mechanism.
The procedures of formulating the work equation are described as follows:
Referring to Fig.3.6(a), the region AA'CB'BA rotates as a
rigid body about the as yet undefined center of rotation 0 with the
materials below the logarithmic spiral failure surface AB remaining
at rest. Thus, the surface AB is a surface of velocity discontinuity.
The rate of external work done by the region AA'CB'BA can
easily be obtained from the algebraic summation of wl - w2 - w3 - w4 - ws.
The terms, wl ' w2 ' w3 ' w4 ' and Ws represent the rates of external work
\
done by the soil weights in the regions OABO, OB'BO, OCB'O, OAICO, and
OAAIO respectively. After some simplification, true total rate of
external work done by the soil weight is found to ~e
y 0 r 3 g(B ,Bh,D/r ).
o 0 0.
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(3.16)
in which y is the unit weight of the soil and 0 is the angular velocity
of the region AA'CB'BA, and the function g(e ,eh,D/r ) is defined as
.00
in which
(3.17)
cose
. 0 r
L Jo.
.' L(coseo - r)
o
(~ - 2 cos So) + sinSr
o
0 cotS l
- sineocotS1)]
[(8 - e~)tan<l>]h v
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~o} exp
th t · 1 It' the rat ;os H Land NFrom e geome r~ca re a ~ons, ~ r-'. r-'
o 0 r o
can be expressed as [Fig. la)
:0 = sin8h exp[(8h - 80)tan¢) - sin80
= cos¢ exp [(¥ + ¢ - 80 )tan¢) - sin80
The total rates of internal energy dissipation along the discon-
tinuity log-spiral failure surface AB is found by multiplying
the differential area rd8/cos¢ by Ci " times the discontinuity in
velocity, vcos¢, across the surface and integrating over the.
whole surface AB •. Sl:"nce the layered clays possess different
values of Ci , the integration is thus divided into two parts
as follows:
6hr.' c.
· a. l.
o
rd8(Vcos¢) coset> rd8
cos¢
(3.18)
The log-spiral angle, 8 and the anistropic angle, i, are ob-
m
tained directly from the geometric configuration shown in Fig. 3.6(a)
and may be written as
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and
in which
sinSm exp (Sm tan¢) - sinSh exp (Sh tan¢)
i=S-;.:.¢+m=s+ <I?
4> = - (.:!!. + ¢ - m)2
(1 - n ).
= C {no + (H!r) [sins exp [(~ - So) tan¢] - sinsol}
o
. {l + (1 k k) 2."cos ::,1,
After integration and simplification, Eq. 3.18 reduces to
rdS _ 2
Ci (Vcos¢) cos¢ - C r o n q (3.19)
)
./
in \'lhich
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..
The functions q1' Q2' and Q3 are defined as
{
(l-n )
Q2 - o· [t;, - Ifsin8 exp(6 tan¢)
- (H/r )exp(38 tan¢) 0 0
·0 0
e
+ (l~k) [p "_ Asin8
0
exp (8 tan¢)]} rn
o e
o
A
Asine exp (e tan¢)J }-h
rn m 8
rn
in which
(3tan¢sin8 - cosS) exp(3Stan¢)
9tan2 ¢ + 1
If = exp(28tan¢)
2tan¢
p = exp(38tan¢) '{cos2¢f(COS8 - ~tan¢sin8) +(tandJsin38 - COS38)]
2 -" 2(9tan ¢ + 1) 6 (tan2 <p+ 1)
. 2 n. [( sin8 + 3tan¢cos 8)
- s~n ~ -
2 (9 tan 2¢ + 1 )
(sin38 ~ tan¢COS38)]
6(tan ¢ + 1)
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+ [(3tan¢S~n8 - COSO)]}
. 9tan <i> + 1)
A == exp (28tanq,) . {COS2 q [tan¢cos2~ + sin28J - sin2 ct
2 2(tan ¢ + 1)
[ tan¢sin28 - COS28J}+
. 2 (tan2¢ + 1)
exp (2 8tan¢)
4 tan¢
Equating the total rates of external work, Eq. 3.16, to the total
rates of internal energy dissipation, Eq. 3.19, one obtains
(3.20)
(3.21)
The function f(8
0
' 8h , D/ro ) has a minimum and, thus, indicates
a least upper bound when 8
0
, 8h , and Dlro satisfy the condi-
tions
a f a f
- OJ == 0:~- a8h
:3 f
== 0a Dlro
Denoting the stability number of the slopes by a dimension-
less number N , then
s
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and the critical height becomes
."
H
c
< C"N
- Y s
(3.22)
For the case of anisotropic and non-homogeneous slopes with
the cohesion stress C increasing linearly with depth (Fig. 3.7(b)) and
internal friction angle, ~ is a constant, a slight modification of
Eq. 3.22 is required. Since the term C /yz is constant for normally
v
consolidated clays, the factor of safety is, therefore, independent
of the height of the slopes. The expression for the stability numbers
now becomes
N = Min fl(8 ,8 ,D/r )
son 0
(3.23)
from which fl (8 ,8h ,D/r )o 0 = Ji iLr g
o
The function g is identical to that of Eq. 3.17 while the function g'
is defined as
g' = (.l!-" 1 [s - Y sine
o
exp(e
o
tancp) + (1 ~ k)
r"j exp(38 0 tan~)
o
[ p - A sin8 exp(8o 0
3.5 Comparison of the Results
Hereby, only the results that are available in literatures
will be compared with those obtained from the work equation developed
earlier. The optimization technique reported by Powell (1964) which
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is essentially the method of steepest descent is used to minimize the
function of Eq. 3.21 with the aid of CDC 6400 digital computer. '
•
For the case of isotropic and homogeneous slopes, the sta-
bility numbers are found to be identical to those previously reported
by Chen, Giger and Fang (1969), Chen and Giger (1971). The result is
illustrated in Table 1 for different values of slope angles ~, and
friction angle ~.
The only existing solutions ,on inhomogeneous and anisotropic
slopes were given' by Lo (1965) for the case
of m was taken as 55°. !Lo'S results, using the
of ~ = O. The value
limit equilibrium
method, agree reasonably well ~ith the limit analysis solutions. The
comparison is shown in Table 3.2 for anisotropic but homogeneous slopes,
and Table 3.3 for the case of inhomogeneous and anisotropic slopes.
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4. SOLUTION OF GENERAL SLOPES IN ANISOTROPIC, INHOMOGENEOUS SOIL
BY LIMIT ANALYSIS
4.1 Solutions in Term of Stability Number, N
s
The solutions presented in this chapter are obtained from the
work equation developed ~arlier using the upper bound technique of
limit analy"sis. As can be seen, there are five parameters involved
in the stability analysis of slopes in soil. They are the shear
strength parameters as represented by c and ~, the unit weight y,
and the geometry of slope ~ and H. These five parameters account for
all the physical properties and if four parameters are known, the fifth
one can be determined. Taylor (1948) published the results of these
calculations in the form of charts. To simplify the presentation,
three of the parameters, c, y, and H were combined into a new parameter
N , called the stability number, and defined as
s .
N
s
=.Y!!
c
(4.1)
Equation 4.1 is in fact identical to Eq. 3.23. The stability numbers
are usually computed for different slope angle ~ and a wide range of
friction angle~. An example is shown in Fig. 4.1 for homogeneous
and isotropic slope. In Fig. 4.1 all points which are plotted inside·
the shaded area refer to conditions in which a base failure will occur
and in which the slip surface will pass below the toe. Points outside
this zone refer to conditions under which the slip surface will pass
through the toe. The depth factors, nd have also been computed when
. no restriction is imposed upon the depth of the slip surfaces. Along
line ab, the depth factor ~s unity, and along cd, it is 1.25. Conse-
quently, should a hard layer exist whose upper surface is at a depth
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factor of 1.0, it will affect the stability factor for all cases
represented by points to the left of ab but will have no effect on
cases represented by points on and to the right of abo This basic
data is almost identical to the ones reported earlier by Taylor (194°)
and Scott (1963).
. .
It should b~ mentioned here that the solution of the slope
stability problems may also be presented in terms of the factor of
safety. This factor of safety, according to Bishop (1955), is defined
as the ratio of the total shear strength on the slip surface to the
shear strength mobilized in order to maintain equilibrium. Accordingly,
. the stability chart of Fig. 4.1 gives the critical slope of which the
factor of safety is equal to unity. If instead of the critical slope
a specific factor of safety is required, the process of selecting the
slope geometry with the soil properties known is still very simple.
This is shown later in the chapter.
4.2 Anisotropic Slope with Two Types of Cohesion Stress Distributions
Lo (1965) presented some solutions of slope stability problems
for anisotropic and inhomogeneous soil. The Cassagrande's definition
of anisotropy, Eq. 3.15, and inhomogeneity with respect to two types
of coheston stress distributions were considered in the analysis. Lo,
using the Ordinary Method of Slice, was restricted to solving problems
only for the case of ~ = O. This restriction is frequently found in
all limit equilibrium methods since numerical procedures are required
in arriving at any solution which is not a closed form type.
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The solutions presented herein cover a wide range of friction
ang~e ~ from 0 to 40 degrees. The stability numbers are given for
various degrees of slope angles. The anisotropy factor K ranges from
0.5 to 1.0 ~nd the angle m is taken as 45° + ~/2. This angle represents
the actual plane of failure with respect to the major principal plane
as being specified by the geometry of Mohr's circle, see Fig. 3.2.
The two types of cohesion stress distributions considered are illustrated
in Fig. 3.7(a) and (b). They represent respectively the conditions of
constant shear strength with depth and shear strength increasing
linearly with depth.
The values of the stability number for the constant shear
strength type are given in Table 4.1 for slope angles ~ ranging from
30 to 90 degrees. Similarly, data in Table 4.2 are for the second
type of cohesion stress distribution. In all cases, the stability
number increase, though not proportionally; with an increase in the
values of~. The effect of anisotropy on the stability number is not
significant. A maximum decrease of 10 percent is observed in the values
of the stability number when the anisotropy factor drops from 1. Oto
0.5. The effect of selecting the cohesion stress distribution is, on
the other hand, very significant. As can be seen, the values of the
stability number in Table 4.1 almost double those given in Table 4.2.
As a result, the soil engineers should be well aware of this
fact and should have, if possible, the soil strength profile on hand
when involving in the safe design of slopes.
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4.3 Effect of Angle m on Stability Number
The angle m, as illustr~ted in Fig. 3.6(a), is the angle
between the failure plane and the plane normal to the direction of the
major principal stress which inclines at an angle i with the vertical
direction. It is one of the variables within the equation developed
by Casagrande (1954) to represent the anisotropy of soil, see Eq. 3.15.
According to Lo (1965), the angle is independent of the angle of rota-
tion of the major principal stress. Lo then selected the value of m
equal to 55 degrees for all his solutions as shown in Tables 3.2 and
3.3 for ~ = a condition. Although the selection was based on some
experimental results, it is still very much speculated. The effect of
the angle m on the solutions of the stability problems involving ani~
sotropic soil should therefore be investigated.
In Figs. 4.2 to 4~5, the values af m varying from 35 to 75
degrees are plotted against the stability numbers for different values
of K varying from 0.5 to 1.0 and for various slope angles ~ equal 90,
70, 50 and 30 degrees respectively. The relationship between the sta-
bility number and m is virtually a periodic function. Each period
covers an equal interval of 12.5 degrees regardless of~. The curves
fluctuate more as the degree of anisotropy increases. For each value of
m, the stability number for an isotropic case (K = 1.0) may double that
of the anisotropic case when K = 0.5 regardless of ~. This is clearly
illustrated in Fig. 4.6. Similarly for each value of K, the difference
in the stability number for two distinct values of m can be as large as
50 percents. The effect of m on the stability number is, therefore,
very significant.
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The slope angle ~, on the other hand, does not have a notice-
Ns (K-1)
able effect on the stability rati6 . N - as shown in Fig. 4.7.
s(K)
Hereby, N
S
(K=l) represents the stability number for an isotropic slope
While N ) corresponds to the highest value of the stability number
. s(K
associated with that particular K. The stability ratio tends to increase
gradually but not significantly with an increase in~. However, it is
almost constant when the degree of anisotropy is low.
From the results, it may then be conc1~ded that the selection
of the value of the angle m is very important. For soils with a high
degree of anisotropy, thie difference between the highest and lowest
values of the stability number.is almost 90 percent. In all cases,
Lo's choice of m equal to 55 degrees does not represent the optimum
solution.
4.4 Slope of Layered Soils
A stratum of layered soils represents another type of cohesion
stress distribution Where an abrupt change in soil strength takes place
between two adjacent homogeneous layers. The solutions, to be presented,
involve two layers: the first layer extends from crest to toe of the
slope while the second covers the Whole stratum below toe.
In Fig. 4.8, the values of the soil strength factor n,
are plotted against the stability ratio N IN for different slope
sn so
angle ~ and for ~ = O. The stability number for a homogeneous slope,
denoted by N ,can be obtained directly from Fig. 4.1~ N is the
so sn
modified value of the stability number having taken into account the presence
of layered stratum. The negative values of n indicate that the top
layer is stronger than the bottom. When n is equal to zero, the entire
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soil stratum is homogeneous. When n is positive, the top layer is
softer than the bottom. For ~ equals 40 and 50 degrees, the curves
appear to bend over quite rapidly. This simply indicates that the
portion of slip surface which lies within the bottom layer has
moved up at a much faster rate than being anticipated by an increase
in value of n. Aiso ~hen slope angle ~ is equal to 60 degrees, the
bottom layer has no effect on the stability number since the entire slope
surface lies within the top layer. The design charts shown in Figs. 4.9,
4.10 and 4.11 are prepared in the same manner for ~ equals 5, 10 and 15
degrees respectively.
Chart in Fig. 4.12 is useful when a specific value of the
factor of safety must be included in the design. 'Investigation can
also be made on how close is the existing slope from the point of
failure. The solutions presented are for slopes of homogeneous soil
underlain by a rock or hard stratum. To use this chart, first compute
the depth factor nd from the known soil profile. With this value of
nd together with the slope angle ~, and soil fricUon angle ~, the
stability number' can be obtained directly from the chart. The ratio
between N from Fig. 4.12 and N from Fig. 4.1 gives the required
. sn so
factor of safety.
4.5 Slope with Several Inclined Boundaries
It is possible to design a slope of several inclined boundaries
as shown in Fig. 3.6(a). A series of cut in a natural slope may be
more economical than one single cut if the volume of soil to be removed
is, less. Correcting the geometry of an existing slope for architectural
purposes or for the purpose of increasing the factor of safety is some-
times des'ir able.
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The solutions for two different cuts in homogeneous. slopes
are presented in Tables 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5. Any combination of slope
angle ~ ranging from 30 to 90 degrees can be selected. The term a l /a2
represents the ratio of the top and bottom heights as shown in Fig. 3.6.
The stability numbers are calculated for a l /a2 e~uals 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0.
In conclusion, statility analysis of inhomogeneous and ani-
·sotropic slopes have been accomplished through the use of the upper
bound method of limit analysis. It has been shown that the problem
formulation is relatively simple and a closed form solution is always
assured. The versatility and easy of solutions are the factors, among
others, which can be found only in the limit analysis method. It
should therefore be considered seriously as a pbwerful tool to solve
slope stability problems in soil mechani.cs.
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5. ELASTIC-PLASTIC LARGE DEFORMATION ANALYSIS OF SLOPES BY FINITE
ELEMENT METHOD
5.1 Introduction
It has been shown that limit analysis method is very effective
in performing the stability analysis of slopes. In many cases, the
method definitely has an edge over the classical method of limit equili-
brium because it is more convenient to apply, provides. a closed-forro.
solution and puts the slope stability analysis on a more logical ground.·
Unfortunately, both procedures can only predict the critical height of
slope at the incipient failure. They are unable to provide any informa-
tion concerning the deformation, movement, and progressive failure in
slopes, nor are they capable of indicating the most highly stressed
zone within the soil mass.
Elastic analyses, which are based on assumed linear elastic
stress-strain behavior, offer some insight" on the distributions of
stress, strain as well as displacement. Duncan and Dunlop (1969)
have shown, however, that the elastic stresses may be large enough to
cause local failure of .the soil even when the factor of .safety is .still
relatively high. Once a significant portion of soil around slope has
failed, it would be expected that the actual stress distribution differs
considerably from the calculated elastic stress distribution.
Linear elastic analyses may be acceptable for slopes with high
safety factor, however, most well-designed slopes do not have factor
of safety high enough that the soil behaves like a linear elastic material.
On the other hand, it can be low· enough that the soil throughout the
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slope deforms like a plastic material where a redistribution of stress
virtually takes place. Plastic deformations are fundamentally different
from those which can be predicted using a generalized form of Hooke's
Law. This is so even when the modulus values used in the linear
elastic analysis are adjusted in accordance with the magnitudes of the
strain and the intensity of the,confining pressure to simulate the
nonlinear elastic behavior. The difference arises from the fact that
the plastic strains are stress path dependent and irrecoverable whereas
the Hooke's Law strains are dependent only on the magnitude of the
changes in stresses and are fully recoverable upon unloading. Both
theoretical arguments and experimental evidence, see Duncan (1972),
indicate that the nonlinear stress-strain behavior of soil and other
materials may be best approximated by elastic-plastic stress-strain
relationships for which both types of deformation are accounted. A
complete analysis should, therefore, include the determination of the
elastic-plastic as well as the ultimate or stabilitj response of slope
to various loading and boundary conditions. It is the context of this
chapter to furnish the remaining solutions that have been by-passed
by the limit analysis and the equilibrium methods.
The finite element method is employed to perform the elas,tic-
plastic analysis of slope in homogeneous soil. Its capability for
calculating the stress, strain and displacement fields within slope is
certainly one of its outstanding features; as there is virtually no
other method capable of providing such a solution. In the present
analysis, soil is modeled as a linear elastic-perfectly plastic material
with the Drucker-Prager yield condition and associated flow rule. The
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effect of large deformation on the response of slope is considered
by formulating the equilibrium eq~ations with respect to the current
configuration and not the original slope geometry. The'displacement
method of the finite element method analysis i~ ~sed for spatial dis-
cretization while an incremental integration scheme, referred to as
the mid-point rule, is used to develop the complete load-displacement-
stress response. Constant strain triangles are used exclusively and
a plane strain condition is assumed. A FORTRAN IV computer program,
originally written by Davidson. (1974) for solving bearing capacity
problems, is modified to handle boundary and loading conditions as
being found in the problems of soil ?lope.
After a brief review of some prior finite element work on
the analyses of slope, the Drucker-Prager elastic-perfectJy plastic
&oil model is described and followed by the finite element method and
the computer program. Finally, analyses are made on vertical slopes
of both c and c-~ soils.
5.2 Previous Finite Element Work
It appears that the earlierst application of the Finite
Element method in the geotechnical field was to rocks, see Zienkiewicz
and Cheung (1964). Since then, many investigators have sought solutions
to the problems of bearing capacity, dams, excavations, slopes, and
other soil-related problems. The most significant aspect of these work
is an attempt to use different stress-strain models to simulate the
real soils. Among them are the linear elastic, nonlinear elastic,
bi-linear (nonlinear) elastic, progressive failure, and elastic-plastic
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models as shown in Fig. 5.1(a)-(e) respectively. The review of the
finite element work utilizing each of these models is given as 'follows:
A linear elastic model of Fig. 5.l(a) was used by Brown and
King (1966) who formulized the concept of step~by-step construction
procedures and applied it to the excavation and embankment problems.
The stress and stability solutions were obtained from Wilson's (1963)
finite element computer program for two-dimensional ,plane strain analysis.
The critical height was found to be at least 15 per cents higher than
that of the limit equilibriumfuethod. The same model was also employed
by Cassagrande and Covarrubias (1970) to study the effects of abutment
shape, conduits and cut-off walls on'the likelihood of cracking of dams.
The nonlinear elastic model was utilized by Clough and Woodward
(1967) to study the stress and deformations in dams. The nonlinear
behavior was divided into many piece-wise linear (multilinear) repre-
sentation. Still the linear elastic constitutive law was retained, but
expressed in an incremental form. They derived the soil parameters
from laboratory triaxial test and obtained satisfactory correlation with
the measured displacements in the field.
Dunlop and Duncan (1970) used the bilinear model of Fig. 5.1(c)
in which; when a certain deviator stress is reached, the soil experiences
an abrupt loss in stiffness. By this means, they simulated essentially
plastic behavior using linear elastic method. Tne model is actually
an approximation of the nonlinear elastic model of Fig. 5.1(b). Their
study concerned mainly with the development of failure zones around
excavated slopes of both normally and over-consolidated clays.
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Lu and Scott (1972) studied a vertical cut in both c and c-~
soils using also a bilinear model; Load was applied to slope by
gradually increased the soil's weight y while fixing all other related
parameters. Based only on the observation of failure zones developed
at various stages, they concluded that the conventional stability cal-
culations overestimate. the critical height of slope, especially, when
the slope is homogeneous. The loading process was not complete since
it was terminated at a relatively low value of y.
The progressive failure models of Fig. 5.1(d) have appeared
in the work by Pariseau (1972), and Gates (1972). PaFiseau analyzed
the deep, open pit ~ines and concluded that a special consideration is
required in obtaining reliable input data and in the proper interpretation
of the results. Gates studied an infinite slope by simulating the exca-
vation procedure and experienced some difficulties in evaluating the
overall stability. The progressive failure results showed a different
factor of safety as would be expected from the modified-Bishop limit.
equilibrium method. The computer time required in his analysis also
limited any possible design application.
Lo and Lee (1973) also used a progressive failure model to
investigate the behavior of slope in" strain-softening soil. A similar
method of stress release and t~ansferred, developed earlier by Zienkie-
wicz, et a1. (1968), was used in his analysis. Overall stability was
determined using the concept of residual factor proposed by Skempton
(1964). The results appeared to be consistent with field observations
for slopes in brittle soils provided that a realistic estimate of the
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strength parameters could be obtained.
Elastic-plastic models as shown in Fig. 5.l(e) have been used
in the past- to obtain more realistic finite element solutions. However,
none of these work was related to soil slopes. Hoeg, Christian and
Whitman (1968), for example, analyzed a strip footing using a lumped
mass parameter (finite difference) method incorporating the Tresca
yield condition. Reyes and Deere (1966), Zienkiewicz, et a1. (1969)
used an e~astic-perfectly plastic yield criterion due to Drucker and
Prager (1952) to investigate,soine undel:;ground opening and bearing capa-'
city problems. Davidson (1974) employed the same Drucker and Prager
model to study the response of clay to footing loads. The effect of
, large deformation on the elastic-plastic finite 'element solutions was
also considered in his work. Finally, a Cambridge group led by the
late Professor Roscoe (1958,1963,1968) has developed an elastic-plastic
model which takes into account the work-hardening behavior. The model
was applied by Smith (1970), Smith and Kay (1971) to study the drained
behavior of a pressurized thick cylinder of clays and by Zienkiewicz
and Naylor (1972) to study the response of saturated' clay to a footing
load.
A good summary on the applications of the finite element method
in geotechnical engineering was given by Desai (1972) and Duncan (1972).
5.3 Drucker-Prager Perfectly Plastic Soil Model
Some typical stress-strain curves for real soils are illustrated
in Fig. 5.2. They are usually obtained from a strain-controlled tri-
axial test, and except where noted stress means effective stress.
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The behavior of the undisturbed insensitive clay is character-
. ized by an initial linear portion and peak stress followed by softening
•
to a residual stress. The remolded clay or loose sand, however, is
described by a highly nonlinear response curve which rises to a
maximum and remains there as strain is continued. The undrained,
insensitive clay is characterized by an initial linear portion and peak
stress with perhaps some strain softening. Finally, the sensitive clay
behaves like the undisturbed insensitive clay except that the difference
between the peak and the residual stress is substantial. All models,
except that of the sensitive clay, may be approximated by a linear
i
elastic-perfectly plastic curve.
The Drucker-Prager perfectly plastic soil model represents
one of the idealizations of real soil which entails appropriate elastic
constants, a yield function and a flow rule. The idealized constitutive
relation is capable of reflectings the three most important characters
of the the real soil's stress-strain curve. Firstly, the elastic re-
sponse is pronounced at lower loads. Secondly as the load is increased
near ultimate, the actual curve has already bent over considerably so
that the tangent modulus at this stage is merely a fraction of the
initial elastic modulus. The perfectly plastic idealization represents
the condition at which the modulus ratio approac~es zero. Finally, the
,
plastic behavior of soil 'is observed by having a residual strain when
a complete unloading takes place beyond the elastic range. This is in
contrast to the nonlinear elastic idealization where unloading follows
the initial path and the strain is fully recoverable. This last character
gives a distinction between a plastic and an elastic ioil. In the most
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fundamental sense, soil has been known to be a plastic rather than
. an elastic material.
11
The yield criterion of Drucker and Prager (1952) can be
described as an extension of the well known von Mises yield condition
in which the hydrostatic component of the stress tensor is included.
Bishop (1955), based on data obtained from some triaxial tests, claimed
that the Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion is most likely the true represen-
tative of the failure condition of the real soil. Roscoe, et ale (1963)
indicated, however, that Bishop's experimental data may not be suffi-
ciently reliable to allow such a clear conclusion to be made. They
!
thus recommended the extended von Mises on the grounds that it is
relatively simple to. apply. Nevertheless, Drucker and Prager (1952),
Drucker (1953) have shown that, for plane strain case, the extended von
Mises, the Mohr-Coulomb and the other well-known extended Tresca give
identical limit loads if an adjustment on the constants involved is
properly made, see Eqs. 5.2 and 5.3. One may not expect, however, that
the behavior of soil preceding the limit state is the same for all three
criteria.
,
It is interesting to remark that, in three dimensional
principal stress space, the extended von Mises yield condition is a
cone, the extended Tresca is a pyramid on a regular hexagonal base and
the Mohr-Coulomb is also a pyramid but with an irregular hexagonal base.
All three criteria have the space diagonal as its axis. The space
diagonal, hereby, is defined as the line where the magnitudes of the
three principal stresses are equal.
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Yield Criterion
The extended von Mises yield criterion, developed by Drucker
•
and Prager (1952), may be expressed by
= k (5.1)
where
a,k = material constants or yield parameters
J l = first invariant of stress tensor representing qualitatively
the hydrostatic component of the stress tensor
=0 +0 +0
x Y z
J 2 = second invarlant of the deviatoric stress tensor
1 .
= - [(0 - 0 )2 + (0· - 0 )2 + (0 - 0 )2 + 6 (,.2 +,.2 +,.2) ]6 x y y z z x xy yz zx
Equation 5.1 reduces to the von Mises condition if a is zero, that is,·
no hydrostatic effect being considered. The Drucker-Prager and the
Mohr-Coulomb conditions will give the same limit load, for plane strain
case, provided that the following relationships hold
tamp
a = 1/2(9 + 12 tamp)
3c
k = 1/2(9 + 12 tanqJ)
(5.2)
(5.3)
c and qJ are respectively the cohesion and internal friction angle of soil.
Flow Rule
In the plastic range, the basic constitutive relation known
as "flow rule" is required to define the plastic strain increments in
relation to the yield surface. The flow rule, after Drucker (1951),
may be written in an indicial notation as
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~p =
ij
','
J
A -M....
00" ••1J (5.4)
where f = et J l + J 2
l / 2 - k
(5.5)
and ~~. is the infinitesimal strain tensor with superscript p denoting
1J
the plastic strain and the super dot denoting the strain rate. The
Cartesian stress tensor is denoted by 0" •• and A is'a positive number1J
to be determined yet. Generally when A is greater than zero, the
current loading is plastic, that is, f(O" .. ) = O. Only when unloading1J
is taking place or the stress~tate lies within the yield surface
[f(O"ij) < OJ, et equals zero.
Without detail of derivation, it can be shown that
GJ ~1/2 s e + BekkA == 2 pg pgG+ et B (5.6) .
where G is the elastic shear modulus,
E
2 et G [ 1 - \11B = 3 1 _ 2\1J (5.8)
E is Young's modulus, \I is Poisson's ratio and s is thepq
deviatoric stress tensor. The stress-strain rate relationship thus
becomes
0" •• = D•. e1J 1Jpq pq (5.9)
E \I l [M .. +
GJ -1/2 s ]
where D•• = [ &. &. + 1 &oo & 11 2 i j1Jpq ~ 1 + \I .. 1P JP . - 2\1 1J pqJ G+etB
[GJ -1/2 s + BO J2 pq pq (5.10)
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= e = 0) the matrix [D]
z
5 .. is the Kronecker delta and D.. represents the general1J 1Jpq
form of the elastic-plastic constitutive matrix.
For plane strain case (Yyz = Yxz
becomes
I-v v 0
CD) :: (1"+ v) ~l v I-v 0
- 2v) 0 0 (1-2v)/2
v v 0
H2 Hl H2 Hl H31
1 H2Hl H
2 H2H3 (5.11)2
- G+Ot ~ H3Hl H3H2 H
2
3
H4Hl H4H2 H4H3
where
and
H2 =
B + GJ -1/2 s,
2 Y"
H = GJ- l / 2 (J3 2 xy
H4 = B +" GJ -1/2 s2 z
(5.11a)
(5.11b)
(5.11c)
(5.11d)
The elastic-plastic constitutive matrix [D) of E~. 5.11 is required in
the formulation of the element as well as the global stiffness matrices.
5.4 Finite Element Method and Computer Program
Finite Element Method
Numerous papers on the finite element method are available
and the general principles have been well described in a text by
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Zienkiewicz and Cheung (1971). Instead of repeating here, Some essential
features such as geometric nonlinearity, integration scheme and
numeral method for solving linear algebraic equations are described.
A complete treatment of these features was given by Davidson (1974).
. .
The displacement method of the finite element analyses is
used, hereby, to investigate the elastic-plastic large deformation
boundary-value problems associated with slope in homogeneous soil.
The infinite slope is divided into quadrilateral elements each composed
of four constant strain triangles. The boundaries are placed far enough
so that the end effects are negligible. Plane strain· condition is
assumed in a vertical cross section. Within each element, a constant
•
strain condition is maintained by selecting a linear function for the
displacement field. Elements are connected at the corner nodes and
the continuity of displacements across common boundaries are immediately
satisfied. It is then supposed that the finite element mesh simulates
the continuum very closely provided the elements are made small enough •
. Generally, the governing equilibrium equations are formulated
on the basis of the initial, undeformed configuration. It is common
for most problems where the displacement is small so that the first
order, infinitesimal linear strain approximation is considered adequate.
In excavation and embankment.problems, however, a relatively large
movemement of soil prior to the failure state has been observed. It is
believed that the small displacement analysis does not suffice for
adequate evaluation of the soil's behavior. The geometric nonlinearity
which accounts for the change in' slope geometry during the loading
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process is therefore included in this analysis.
A mixed incremental formulation combining the Euler's and
Lagrange's is used to prepare the incremental equilibrium equations
which reflect the changing geometry of the soil stratum under a step-
by-step loading •.The integration scheme known as the "Mid-Point Inte-
gration Rule" is employed to integrate the displacement-rate equilibrium
equations. The technique has been used previously by Felippa (1966),'
Fernandez and Christian (1971) to solve elastic-plastic, geometrically
non-linear problems. A non-linear one-dimensional displacement curve
is shown in Fig. 5.3(a). Presumably at point A, the true solution is
known and it is reqqired to approximate the incremental displacement
!iV associated with the applied incremental load lip. The mid-point
integration is motivated by the idea that the secant stiffness,
denoted by line AD, can probably be closely approximated by the tangent
stiffness at point B evaluated at half of the load increment. Referring
to Fig. 5.3(b), the mid-increment stiffness. can be approximated by
applying half of the load increment together with the tangent stiffness
previously obtained at point A. The tangent stiffness at point B is
then used to approximate the solution denoted by point C by applying, .
this time, the full incremental load tiP. Each increment thus requires
solving two sets of linear, simultaneous, algebraic equations. The
elastic-plastic constitutive matrix of Eq. 5.11 is modified at mid-
increment to reflect the current stresses. However, neither the geo-
me try nor the geometric stiffness matrix is updated at mid-increment,
rather their value at the beginning of the increment is used to compute
.\
mid-increment tangent stiffness. This is justified on the assumption
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that the geometric nonlinearities are not as severe as material non-
linearities.
The possibility of plastic unloading is imminent in any
el~stic-perfectly plastic body with a nonuniform stress field.· It
is therefore incorporated in the present analysis as follows: If at
the beginning of an increment an element is plastic, the elastic-
plastic constitutive matrix is used to calculate the initial tangent
stiffness. After mid-increment strains have been determined and the
indication of plastic unloadtng (A < 0) is proclaimed, then, the
elastic constitutive matrix is used to compute the mid-incremental
tangent stiffness. Any element which has been found to load plastically
at mid-increment is assumed to still be plastic at the end of the
increment regardless of whether the end-of-increment state lies inside
or outside of the yield surface.
After a number of load increments have been analyzed, it is
often found that the stress state lies far from the yield surface and
may render the analysis of subsequent increments meaningless. In order
to correct this situation, the stresses are scaled back to the yield
surface at the end of each increment as well as at mid-increment. This
is accomplished by keeping the hydrostatic component and the principal
directions of the stress tensor unchanged. In general, the scaled
stresses can not be expected to satisfy the equilibrium equations of the
discretized body. Consequently, ah ~quilibrium correction vector must
be computed and applied in the next increment along wit~ the prescribed
load.
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The transition of an element from an elastic to a plastic
~tress. state is treated exc1usive~y by anticipating the use of an
averaged constitutive matrix expressed here as
[n]ave = m [ne] + (1 + m) [n] (5.12)
(5.13)
and [n] is evaluated at the scaled stress state. The yield values of
kl and k2 are evaluated at the beginning of the increment and at the
mid-increment respectively. The yield parameter k, appeared in Eq. 5.1,
is related to the material's strength parameters as shown in Eq. 5.3.
A direct procedure known as the "Square-Root Method" is used
to solve the linear simultaneous algebraic equations associated with
the mid-point integration scheme. The banded character of the global
stiffness matrix is considered when coding this procedure for the
computer.
To summarize the mid-point integration rule, step-by-step
procedures are given here:
(1) Compute the initial tangent stiffnes~ matrix using the linea!
elastic constitutive matrix.
(2) Apply half of the first load increment and determine the
corresponding displacement vector by solving the linear
simultaneous equations.
(3) Calculate the tangent stiffness at mid-inciement using an
appropriate constitutive matrix as determined by the result
of Step 2.
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(4) Using the mid-increment tangent stiffness, apply full load
increment and solve the linear equations for the displacement
vector.
(5) Calculate the tangent stiffness at the beginning of the next
increment. The stress state from the previous step determines
the choice of the constitutive matrix to be used. Solve linear
equations for the current incremental displacement vector.
(6) Calculate the tangent stiffness at mid-increment. Apply
full load increment and solve the linear equations.
The Computer Program
All the solutions presented here are generated by a FORTRAN IV
computer program adapted from Davidson's (1974) original program for
two-dimensional elastic-plastic, plane strain analysis. The program
is compiled and executed on Lehigh University's CDC 6400 computer,
SCOPE 3.4, using the FTN compiler.
The program is capable of solving, numerically, elastic-
perfectly plastic, large deformation boundary value problems. In
particular the program incorporates the Drucker-Prager model which
contains the von Mises model as a special case. It is also applicable
to solving linear elastic, el?stic large deformation and elastic-plastic
small deformation problems. The current version of the program is
designed specially to handle boundary and loading conditions associated
with slope-related problems.
The input consists essentially of mesh data, increment data
and material property data. All mesh data, except uniform, must be
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read in since the program contains no algorithms for automatic mesh
generation. The number of increments and the size of each increment
must also be read in since the program does not have the capability
of making decisions concerning the increment size.
The output at the end of each increment consists of:
(1) incremental and total nodal displacements in the X and Y
directions
(2) resultants of the total nodal displacements and their
directions
(3) residual vectors
(4) principal stresses and their directions for each element
(5) yield condition of each element
(6)" stability number at the end of each load increment.
In addition, nodal stresses are printed at the end of every third
increment. The accuracy of the solutions is indicated by the magnitude
of the residual vectors. For an exact solutions, these vectors are
identically zero.
Element stiffness matrices and the global stiffness matrix
are generated in a single pass through all of the elements. At any
one time, element data and a partial global stiffness matrix corres-
ponding to 25 quadrilateral elements (100 triangular elements) and
stored in central memory. Thus, reading and writing of scratch tapes
are required, but the program can be" compiled in 100,000 octal words.
Only the lower band half of the symmetric global stiffness
matrix is generated and stored. In the linear equation solution
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subroutine, this entire matrix is contained i~ core. Although there is
"no limit on the number of elements that can be handled, the banded
•
half stiffness matrix must contain less than 20,000 elements.
5.5 Elastic-Plastic Analysis of a Vertical Slope of Insensitive, c-w
Clay
An elastic-plastic analysis of a 30 feet high veritcal slope
is considered herein. To simulate an infinite slope, the vertical
boundaries and the bottom boundary are placed respectively at 300 and
150 feet away from the toe. The nodal points on the vertical boundaries
are constrained to move rertically only while those along the bottom
,
boundary are constrained from moving in either direction. The sequential
loading simulating a cut-down or build-up process is not considered
since it does not represent the general condition. Instead, the gra-
vitational load due to the self weight of soil is gradually increased
until an instability of slope is observed.
An investigation of the effect of small and large deformation
on the solutions is presented first. Followed immediately is the dis-
cussion on a number of variables such as element arrangements, mesh sizes,
boundaries, load increment size and Poisson's ratio. Presented in full
are the load displacement curves, stress distributions, plastic yield
zones, and velocity fields. Finally, an evaluation of the finite element
results is made in such a way that the overall stability of slope can be
visualized. In view of the limit analysis or limit equilibrium methods,
the meaning of the so-called "limit load" is discussed in detail.
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Except noted, the following effective stress parameters of
soil are assumed throughout the analysis.
E = 500,000 pcf
\l = 0.3
c· = 810 psf
ocp. = 10
where c· and cpt are soil's strength parameters for drained condition.
A uniform mesh of Fig. 5.6 with 253 nodes and 216 elements is also used.
Small Deformation vs. L~rge Deformation Analyses
Figure 5.4 shows the comparison of the two load-displacement
curves. The responses are almost identical up to the elastic load where'
y = 60 pcf. Beyond this, the difference is notable with somewhat
stiffer response is observed for the small deformation analysis. The
loads are terminated at y = 170 and 190 pcf for large and small deforma-
tions respectively. The large deformation load at the final stage is 12
per cents lower and therefore is more critical. It should be noted
that, in bearing capacity problems, the strengthening and not the
weakening effects hasb~en observed by Davidson (1974).
Figure 5.' 5 shows a deformed shape of the slope at the
numerical load of 170 pcf. The ground surface behind the crest has
settled appoximately 5 feet and the bulging extends 2.3 feet from the
original vertical slope line. One would therefore expect the small
deformation analysis to be insufficient since the initial geometry of
the soil mass has undergone such a drastic change. At least for the
type of loading and boundary conditions generally found in slope; a
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large deformation analysis yields a more critical solution and should
be considered a necessity in analyzing the slope.
Effect of Klement Arrangements
Two ,types of element arrangement are considered: the uniform
and the non-uniform meshes as shown in Figs. 5.6 and 5.7 respectively.
Many writers, see Lu and Scott (1972), Lo and Lee (1973) for examples,
preferred using the non-uniform mesh since it can be made smaller
around the toe where high stress concentration is expected. Dunlop
and Duncan (1970) and others,however, have obtained better results
using the uniform mesh. The mesh size was relatively small especially
within the slope so that the stress gradient could be accommodated.
Figure 5.8 shows the load-displacement curves of the two
arrangements. Up to y = 100 pcf, the responses are essentially the
same. As the,load is increased, the curve of the uniform mesh gra-
dually bends over until y reaches the final value of 170 pcf. The
non-uniform curve, on the other hand,continues to rise without an
apparent sign of any future load termination. The uniform arrangement
of elements thus gives a superior result in spite of an approximately
equal computation time required by both solutions.
In bearing capacity problems, however, the non-uniform
arrangement should be expected to yield a better result. This is so
because the soil stratum is only loaded at the ~oundary and in a localized
manner. In addition, the footing corners represent two singular points
where high stress concentratiori ~akes place. Smaller elements are
necessary within these areas while large elements may be used for
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regions farther away.
Effect of Mesh Size
The load-displacement curves for two different uniform meshes
are illustrated in Fig. 5.9. The coarse mesh employs 100 nodes and 78
elements while the fine mesh contains 253 nodes and 216 elements. The
boundaries of Fig. 5.6 are assumed and the large deformation analysis
is utilized for both cases. The result shows no difference in both
responses up to y = 140 pcf. After that, the deviation is rather
obvious. The load is terminat~d at y = 170 pcf for the fine mesh and 200
pcf for the coarse mesh. It is apparent that, by using a fine mesh,
a more critical solution is obtained~
Effect of Boundaries
An attempt is made here to investigate how the locations of
boundaries affect the solutions. Theoretically an infinite slope re-
. quires no boundaries. Numerically, the boundaries may be put far enough
from the slope so that the end effects are negligible. Dunlop and
Duncan (1970) indicated that the influence of these boundaries can be
eliminated by placing the right-hand boundary at a distance of three
times the thickness of the clay layer from the top of the slope, and
the left-hand boundary at a distance of three times the reduced thickness
of the layer from the toe of the slope. I~ their study, no attempt was
made to eliminate the influence of the bottom boundary, because it was
considered to represent the boundary. between the clay layer and a much
harder layer of soil or rock beneath.
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Two locations of the boundaries are considered in this analysffi •
-They are extended to the distance-of four and ten times the height of
•
the slope in both directions from the toe. The results, based on the
large deformation analysis, are presented in Fig. 5.10 in terms of the
load-displacement curves. The second boundary calls upon the value of
y almost 10% lower than that of the first boundary. It is expected
that the solution can be slightly improved by extending the boundaries
further away from the toe.
Effect of Increment Size
The effect of ithe size of the gravitational load increment is
shown in Fig. 5.11. Th~ uniform mesh of Fig. 5.6 is used for the two
solutions. Two load increments of y =10 and 20 pcf are utilized.
Up to Y = 100 pcf, the two load-displacement curves are essentially
the same. As load is further increased, a slightly diversion is ob-
served with the smaller increment size giving a softer response. This
is a good indication that the integration scheme is not highly sensitive
to the size of load increment. A total of twenty load increments is
generally required to reach the termination point without sacrificing
a reasonable accuracy.
Effect of Poisson's Ratio
It has been reported by many writers that the value of
Poisson's ratio does not appear to have any significant influence on
the results of the analyses, see Dunlop and Duncan (i970) for example.
Since the soil models used in their investigation are quite different
from the Drucker-Prager perfectly plastic model assumed in this analysis,
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it may be appropriate to re-examine such an effect again.
Two values of Poisson's ralio are selected: v = 0.3 and
v = 0.48. The load-displacement curves for the two parameters are
illustrated in Fig. 5.12. The solutions are obtained from the large
deformation analysis with the uniform mesh-of Fig. 5.6. As expected,
the incremental loads are terminated at the same va~ue with y equals -
170 pcf. The responses at intermediate and higher loads are almost
identical. At lower loads, however, the two solutions show a remarkable
difference. The curve representing v = 0.3 inclines at a much steeper
angle and not as smooth ias that of the larger Poisson's ratio. Never-
I
i
theless, the behavior of slopes in the plastic state does not seem to
be influenced by the values of the Poisson's ratio.
Load-Displacement Curves
The response of a body to an applied load is generally
illustrated by its load-displacement relationship. The load is often
referred to as an external applied load which is increased from zero
to failure. The movement of the loading point represents the displace-
ment of the body. In bearing capacity problems, load is applied through
the footing of which the displacement is recorded. In analyses of
slope, soil weight is applied everywhere within the soil mass and such a
reference point for recording the displacement is not obvious. This
represents some difficulties many researchers have probably experienced
in the past.
Generally, a displacement pattern of any point within the
potential sliding mass may be acceptable provided that a rigid body
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sliding is the failure mechanism. However, this has not been found
to be the case especially with clay as indicated by Dunlop and Duncan
(1970). Instead, the failure is somewhat a progressive type where the
bulging or loss of ground above toe is immediately followed by a slump
which results in a new equilibrium state of the entire slope. If load
is further increased, the process is repeated. This is similar to a
compression test of a metal block where the applied load can be in-
creased until the block becomes virtually flat.
In this analysis, the gravitationa1'load is applied incremen-
tally and the bulging of the vertical slope line is carefully observed.
As soon as the first indication of any loss of ground is evident, the
load is immediately terminated. In view of the finite element solution,
this phonomenon is captured by an excessive displacement, at the last
load increment, of the nodal point which has already suffered the
largest bulge. Of all the nodal points located along the vertical
slope line, the one which is immediately above the toe has been found
to undergo the largest displacement. This point is therefore chosen
as the reference from which the displacement data is presented in terms
of the load-displacement curve.
Figure 5.13 shows the typical load-displacement curve for the
case of ~= 100 • The initial yield is observed at y = 40 pcf. The
curve then bends over smoothly and approaches the final value at 170
pcf. o 0The load-displacement curves of ~' = 20 and 30 cases are also
illustrated in Figs. 5.14 and 5.15. Both curves show initial yield
at a slightly higher loads and r~ach the same final load of 160 pcf
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o
about 6% lower than the ~'=10 case.
Figure 5.16 shows the comparison of the three solutions. It
o 0
should be noted that, for the cases of ~' = 20 and 30 , the cohesion
strengths are reduced to 650 and 540 psf. respectively. By doing so,
it is possip1e to .keep the vertical height of slope at 30 feet while
expecting the three solutions to have approximately the same limit load
as would be predicted by the limit analysis method. It is obvious that
as ~' increases the response becomes stiffer and the curve bends over
more sharply. All three curves are however smooth and show no osci1-·
lations.
Stress Distributions
Referring to Figs. 5.17 through 5.19, the distributions of
the vertical, horizontal, and shearing stresses within the slope are
illustrated. In all cases, the stresses are given along the vertical
slope line as well as three other vertical lines located at 10, 20
and 30 feet behind the crest of the slope. The solutions are obtained
from a large deformation analysis of a c-~ soil having c' = 810 psf,
~' = 10 degree, and E = 5x106 psf.
Considering first the vertical stress component, a , of Fig.y
5.17. Of all four locations, the patterns of the variation of stresses
with depth are almost identical. Moreover, the magnitude of the final
stress at any depth, H may be approximated, exc~t at the vertical
slope line, by
(5.14)
a = y HY
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These vertical stresses are very nearly equal to those calculated by
any other method, see Goodman and Brown (1963), Brown and King (1966)
for examples. Equation (5.14), in fact, is normally used to calculate
the overburden stresses at any depth from the zero ground surface.
Similarly, the horizontal stress distributions, cr , at the
x
four locations are given in Fig. 5.18. The results indicate that the
vertical slope line is approximately a stress free boundary except at
the toe area where high stress concentration is expected due to a cut-
corner geometry. In addition~rthe stress distributions show tension
zone which covers the region from the ground surface to about one-
half of the total height of the slope at the vertical slope line and
approximately one-third at other locations. This is in good agreement
with the· statement made by Terzaghi (19q3) that the maximum depth of
the tension zone never exceeds one half the critical height. Beyond
the tension zone, the horizontal stress cr changes direction with depth
x
and maintains the magnitude which varies almost linearly with depth. If
one defines k by
o
k
o
cr
x
=
cry (5.15)
. then at the termination of load, the value of k is approximately
o
constant and equal to 0.5 regardless of location and depth. The value
falls within the usual range of 0.4-0.8 generally found in cohesive
soils. The result also indicates that the expression
(5.16) .
\)
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employed by Dunlop, et al. (1968) is accurate for silty clays •
•Finally, the shearing stress distributions, ~ ,along the
xy
vertical references at four locations are shown in Fig. 5.19. Theore-
tically if the ground surface were flat, one would expect the state of
.stress at any point to be without the shearing stress component. This
condition has been observed in Fig. 5.19 as the influence of the shear-
ing stress of Fig. 5.19 show a decrease in magnitude
when the reference line is moved further away from the
slope line. As being expected, the shearing stress has completely
changed direction by thej time the termination of load has been reached.
The boundary between the potential sliding mass and the surrounding
soil can be closely approximated by observing the magnitudes and
directions of ~
xy If so, it seems like a negative value of ~ should. xy
be indicated at the top portion of the Fig. 5.l9(a). A careful exam-
ination of the solution shows that the elements in that region have
not yielded yet. It is therefore appropriate to present next the
pictorial yield zones developed within the infinite slope at various
stages of loading.
Yield Zones
Referring to Fig. 5.20, the zones of yielding for four diff-
erent load levels are presented. A large deformation analysis is
again employed. Yielding first occurs around the toe area and immediately
above the bottom boundary. The yield zones then spread upward towards
the ground surface behind the crest. The region near the ground surface
at a short distance to the left of the toe has hardly yielded at any
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load level. This may be accounted for the heaving of the ground
surface which helps· reducing the potential yielding stresses. The
•
yield zone,although found to penetrate upward, does not reach the
ground surface until the load is actually terminated. Even so the
behavior of a small region around the crest of the slope is still
very much elastic. It is believed that a further load increase is
possible since a sizable soil stratum has not experienced the first
yielding yet.
A state of stress at yield may specify the major and minor
L
(
principal stresses to be both compression, both tension, or a combinationI .
,
of tension and compress ibn. To investigate this condition, a picture
showing the types of yield is given in Fig. 5.21. Clearly, a large
.portion of the infinite slope yields under the state of biaxial com-
pression. Tension-Compression· )ield, however, has been observed within
the region near the ground surface behind the crest. It covers the depth
about one-third of the total slope height from the top surface. Since
the actual strength of soil in tension is relatively small, ? possibility
of having cracks within this tension yield zone is imminent. According
to Terzaghi (1943), the maximum depth of cracks in all cases was found
to be at most one-half of the slope height. The statement seems to be
valid at least for this type of problem and the soil parameters considered.
Velocity Fields
For sometimes, it has been thought that an abrupt failure
such as a rigid body sliding is actually the failure mechanism of soil
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slope~ Davidson (1974) had reported some success in capturing the
failure mode~ However, his displacement solution from the finite
element method was strictly for the bearing capacity problem where
the load was applied incrementallj to the footing bearing on a half-
infinite soil stratum. Besides Davidson's work, there has been virtually
no other reports 6n the analyses of slopes that includes a discussion
on the velocity fields.
Figure 22 shows the velocity field at the last load increment
(y= 160 - 170 pcf) for the same type of soil assumed earlier. Each
vector represe?ts the magnitude as well as the direction of the incre-
mental displacement of the nodal point at that particu~ar location.
Super-imposed upon the velocity field are the "conventional" and the
"modified" log-spiral slip surfaces which are identical to the ones
used previously in the upper-bound method of limit analysis. The
conventional curve passes through the toe while the modified curve
passes through the most-deformed point Which lies approximately one-
sixth of the slope height above the toe. The .location of this point
where bulging or loss of ground is observed at the' terminated load
does not seem to change with different nodal points arrangements,
An observation of Fig. ~ clearly indicates that there
exists a "discontinuity" between the velocity fields on both sides of
the modified slip surface abo In general, this is an indication of
a possible "slip" or sliding of the soil mass above the surface.
In addition to the discontinuity of the velocity field~,
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there seems to be a "separation" between the displacement vectors and
. the log-spiral slip surface. The separation is-noticeable especially
•
a"t point "a" where it is measured as 6 degrees. In view of the normality
or flow rule described in Chap. 3, eve~y velocity vector along the
log-spiral slip surface should bear a constant angle of ~ with the
curve. For the type of soil considered, ~ equsls 10 degrees.
To the left of Fig. 22 is a picture of an area around point
a drawn in a bigger scale. Line a-3 is the displacement vector at the
final load increment where y jumps from 160 to 170 pcf. Line a-4 is
" 0
the vector which makes an angle of ~ = 10 with the tangent of the slip
i "
surface at point a. If these two vectors coincide, then, the upper
bound limit analysis solution based on this log-spiral slip surface is
justified. To show that this may be the case, two more displacement
vectors are drawn. They are lines a-1 and a-2 which represent respec-
tive1y the incremental displacement vectors at point a in correspondence
to the load increments of 17~ pcf (y = 0 to 170 pcf) and of"70 pcf
(y = 100 to 170 pcf). The trend shows that, as the load increment
becomes smaller, the direction of the velocity vector approaches
that called upon by the flow rule (line a-4). In fact, this final
load increment should be infinitely small so that such a comparison
becomes meaningful. This is so because the upper bound method of limit
analysis assumes that no deformation may take place prior to the
failure of slope.
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In conclusion, the finite element method has provided a dis-
placement solution which may be considered "kinematically admissible"
in view of the upper bound limit analysis. Conversely, the log-spiral
slip surface and thus the variational calculus and the upper-bound
limit analysis methods are "justified at least within_the context of
the finite element method.
5.6 Elastic-Plastic Analysis of a Vertical Slope of Insensitive,
Undrained Clay
An elastic-plastic total stress analysis is considered here
for a saturated undrained clay. Presumably, the rate of the load
increment is such that the excess porewater pressure has no time to
dissipate. This is equivalent to having a zero· volumetric strain
throughout the entire loading. The following soil parameters are
assumed:
E = 5xl06 psf and 2xl06 psf
\I = 0.48
c = 940 psf, and
cp = 0 degree
Generally, an imcompressibility of clay in the undrained
total stress analysis requires the Poisson's ratio of 0.5. However,
\I = 0.5 is not per~itted in the finite element displacement formulation
since the constitutive matrix becomes singular, see Eq. 5.11. Dunlop
and Duncan (1970), Davidson (1974) and many others have found that,
by using the value of PoissOn's ratio close to 0.5, the difference
in the two solutions is negligible. In this study, it is decided to
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vary the Young's modulus. The E/c ratio of 500 and '2000 'are considered
.in particular. In ~eal soil, theE/c ratio has been found from 100 to
•
. 3000 with perhaps 1000 being a typical value.
Load-Displacement Curves
Referring to Fig. 5.23, the load-displacement curves are given
for both values of E. Both responses show initial yield at about the
same y of 80 pcf. The lower E curve then bends over gradually and
reaches the final load at 150 pcf. The higher E curve, meanwhile,
continues to rise up to y = 130 pcf where it bends sharply and assumes
As being expected, the response becomesthe final load of 150 pcf.
!
stiffer with an increase'in the value of E. Both curves, however, are
relatively smooth and show no oscillations.
Stress Distributions
Figures 5.24 through 5.26 show the gistributions of the vertical,
horizontal, and shearing stresses respectively. They all follow the
similar patterna discussed earlier in the drained case. Only the depth
of the tension zone is increased to approximately one-half of the total
height and the k value is averaged at 0.64 compared to 0.5 of the
o
previous c-~ slope.
Yield Zones
A noticeable difference between the c-~ and c slopes is found
in the development of the yield zones at various levels of loading.
Such a yield zone is shown in Fig. 5.27 for slope of E = 5xl06 psf,
c = 940 pcf, v = 0.48 and ~ = 00 • The results are obtained from the
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large deformation analysis. At the final load of y = 150 pcf, the
. yield zone covers more area to the left of the toe but leaves a con-
•
siderab1e large portion of soil behind the crest in the elastic state.
This unyie1ded zone stretches along the ground surface as far as one-
third the total height of slope from the crest. This implies any
potential slip surface to start from the ground surface at least a
clear distance from the unyielded zone.
An illustration on the types of yield is also given in
Fig. 5.27. It is almost identical to the previous drained case where
-the Tension-Compression/yield has been found to cover the top one-third
!
o~ the slope height. The only difference is the size of the unyie1ded
(elastic) zone which increases considerably lengthwise along the ground
surface for this undrained case.
Velocity Fields
Referring to Fig. 5.29, the velocity field at the final load
increment (y = 140 - 150 pcf) is drawn in the same manner as the drained
condition of Fig. 5.22. The only difference is that the potential slip
surfaces from the upper-bound limit analys1s solution now become cir-
cu1ar arc. The circular arc is actua1iy the log-spiral surface of
angle cp when cp equals 0 degree. Again, the "discontinuity" of the velocity
fields on both sides of the modified slip surface ab is present. Also,
the condition of "separation" is fulfilled since the direction of the
velocity vectors along the slip surface almost coincide with the curve
itself. For cp = 00 case, the flow rule would require a zero separation.
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It may then be concluded that, for the total stress analysis, the
. finite element method yields a displacement solution which is "kine-
•
matically admissible" in view of the upper-bound method of limit analysis.
In other words, the finite element results give a justification to the
limit analysis as well as the variational calculus solutions presented
in the earlier chapters.
Slope Stability Evaluation
While finite element analyses have proven useful fot studying
the states of stresses, local failure zones and the movement of slope,
they have so far been less useful for studying slope stability problems.
I
,
,
The overall stability usually requires the determination of the "limit
load" which is responsible for the total collapse of slope. At this
limit state, the corresponding limit load may be regarded as either the
maximum value of the soil's weight y, the most critical height, or
the least factQr of safety against failure depending upon how the
problem is formulated. As discussed in the earlier chapters, the
most outstanding feature of the limit analysis, and the limit equilibri-
um methods is their capability of predicting the limit load without
having to make a step-by-step progressive failure analysis. This load
has been defined according to the t~eory and the soil model on which the
analyses are based. If one could apply this sa~e definition to the-
finite element method,the limit load can then be extracted from the
available finite element solutions. Through this avenue, a meaningful
comparison of the ultimate results from both procedures may be achieved.
As a result, ~ proper evaluation of the finite element solutions is
essential and extremely important.
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An attempt is made her~ to present some ideas as well as
-means so that a slope stability computation can be made directly from
•
the finite element solutions. Before doing so, a brief review is given
here on the possibilities suggested by many authors of determining the
overall stability of slope utilizing the finite element method.
Lu and Scott (1972) speculated on the stability condition by
observing the zone of yielding. At the limit load specified by the
conventional methods, they pictured the yielded zones to be too large
and therefore concluded that these methods overestimate the actual
load. The meaning of "large" has never been discussed.
I
I
I
Duncan, et ale (1969,1970,1972), Wright (1974), superimposed
upon the finite element configuration of slope the critical circular
slip surface from which the limit equilibrium solution is calculated.
From the finite element stress solution, the mobilized shear strength
. --_ ..~~=~~-----
along the surface was averaged and compared with the assigned value.
The ratio was taken as the factor of safety against failure. Their
results exceeded those of the limit equilibrium by more than 20%'for
a homogeneous and normally consolidated slope and almost 100% for an
overconsolidated clay. They did not conclude whether the overall
stability computation was -successfully achieved, nor they discussed
other possibilities. The bi-linear analysis was used by Duncan while
Wright employed the linear elastic soil model.
Finally, Lo and Lee (1973) followed a similar suit when
analyzing a strain-softening slope. However, the residual factor
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based on Skempton's concept was calculated instead of Bishop's which
does not take into account the softening of soil.' Their results also
overestimated the limit equilibrium solutions when the peak strength
was used and underestimated when the residual s'trength was considered.
Limit Load
According to this study, it may be reasonable to consider'
the bulging or loss of ground as an instability criterion and, conse-
quently, the limit load is the value of soil's weight y at which the
load is terminated. Fro~ the load-displacement curves of Figs. 13, 14,
15 and 23, these loads were recorded as 170, 160, 160 and 150 pcf for
the friction angles of 10, 20, 30 and °degrees respectively. In all
cases, loss of ground occurs at the most deformed point along the
vertical slope line at a distance approximately one sixth of the total
height above the toe of the slope. If the limit analysis or limit
equilibrium methods were to be used to calculate the limit load, the
reference must be made on this "reduced" and not the "full" height
Having assigned the different values of soil's cohesion while keeping
the reduced height constant, an identical limit load can be expected
for all four cases. The limit analysis method predicts this load to
be 150 pcf. Obviously, the limit load is overestimated by the finite
element method. For friction angles of 10, 20 and 30 degrees, the
differences are 13, 6 and 6 percents respectively. However, the two
loads are identical for the undrained condition when ~ equals °degree.
An alternate evaluation of the limit load can be made in
reference to the soil models assumed in the analyses. In the framework
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of the limit equilibrium methods, failure of slope is described as
a sliding of the soil mass along some well defined surfaces. Prior
to this catastrophic motion, the slope is assumed to maintain its
original geometry from which the computation is usually made. This
is equivalent to having the real soil idealized as a "rigid-plastic"
material. Furthermore, if. every point along the slip-surface is assumed
to reach yield (F.S. = 1.0) simultaneously, then, the. behavior becomes
"rigid-perfectly plastic". Similarly, an elastic-perfectly plastic
constitutive law has been employed by the limit analysis method as
being discuss~d earlier in.Chap. 3. It is possible then to superimpose
upon the load-displacement curves the type of idealization which would
be compatible to the limit analysis and limit equilibrium methods.
This has been done graphically in Figs. 5.13, 5.14, 5.15 and 5.23 by
extending the initial elastic tangent modulus and approximating the final
plastic tangent modulus. The intersection between these two straight
lines represent the "equivalent" limit load. In'fact, the graphical
idealization does not illustrate precisely the perfectly plastic
behavior as being called upon by the limit analysis and limit equilibrium
methods. It, however, maintains the same condition that a slight
increase in the applied load beyond this limit value will result in an
excessively large displacement. The work-hardening portion of the
idealized load-displacement curve simply indicates that the failure
does not occur abruptly but rather progressively. Accordingly, the
finite element method predicts the limit loads to be 140, 140, 146
and 130 pcf for the friction angles of 10, 20, 30 and ° degrees
respectively. In view of the conventional methods, the limit load is
underestimated by an amount from 6 to 13 percents.
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A correlation between the limit analysis, limit equilibrium
and the finite element solutions has so far been established on a more
rational basis. The comparison of the results shows a relatively good
agreement. It is rather interesting to note that, if a finer mesh has
been used, a lower and therefore a more critical value of y would be
observed in"all load-d~splacement curves. As a result, the amount of
overestimation of the theoretical upper bound value of y (y = 150 pcf)
will not be as high as 13 percents for ~' ~ 100 case, and will be
1 h 6 f ' 200 d 300 •ower t an percents or ~ = an In view of the graphical
•
idealization of the load-displacement curve, see Fig. 5.14 for example,
the lower the final load is to become the flatter is the final plastic
tangent modulus. With the initial elastic tangent modul~s remains
unchanged, the intersection between these two straight lines will move
-further up and approach the upper bound limit load. Consequently,
the amount of underestimation reported earlier will be reduced.
It may then be concluded that, by.providing a finer finite
element mesh, the two proposed methods of evaluating the overall slope
stability will eventually give the same limit value of y which is
possibly identical to the upper bound limit analysis value •
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6. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
. 6.1 Summary
"
piasticity solutions of slopes have been presented utilizing
three different methods. The mathematical calculus of variations and
limit analysis methods gave stability solutions in terms of the critical
height while the finite element method gave the elastic-plastic large
deformation solutions in terms of stress, ~rain, movement, and defor~
mation.
Firstly, the problem of horizontal slope of~omogen~ous soil
IThis enabled the shape of the most critical slip surface and thetions.
was formulated within the context of the mathematical calculus of varia-
i
I
I
corresponding normal stress distributton to be determined simultaneously.
The solutions which were numerically determined from the method of
Lagrange multipliers, satisfied all equations of equilibrium and yield
condition. In addition, the functional representing the resistance of
soil to the applied load was minimized, and stability evaluation was
made in terms of the critical height (F.S. = 1.0).
The second procedure followed the framework of the limit ana1y-
sis method which is based on the theory of soil plasticity. In particular,
the upper ,bound technique was used in analyzing the stability of ani-
sotropic and inhomogeneous slopes. The tech.tique requires the real soil
to be idealized as an elastic-perfectly plastic material satisfying the
Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion and its associated flow rule. The work
equation was set up in reference to the log-spiral failure mechanism.
The closed-form solutions, in terms of Stability Number, were calculated
utilizing an optimization technique and a digital computer. The
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The results
accuracy of the upper bound solutions was investigated by comparing the
.-results· with those of the most accurate limit equilibrium method .
•
Furthermore, stability solutions were given for general slopes
of anisotropic, inhomogeneous soils taking into accounts the effects
of anisotropy angle m, anisotropy factor K; strength factor n, depth
factor nd , and several piece-wise inclined boundaries.
were presented in the forms of tables and design charts for immediate
use.
Finally, the incremental plane strain, large deformation,
i
finite element analysis ~as made .?n a vertical slope of homogeneous
soil. Hereby, soil was represented by the perfectly plastic Drucker-
Prager model which considers both cohesion and friction angle. A
mixed incremental formulation of the.,equilibrium equations was selected
in anticipation of the large deformation boundary value problem~.
L~rge deformation analysis implies that the equilibrium equations be
written in reference to the current slope configuration and not to the
original geometry. The mid-point integration rule was selected as an
integration technique and the linear simultaneous equations were solved
numerically by a direct square root method. The elastic-plastic solu-
tions were given for a 30 feet high vertical slope of both c and c-~
soils. The friction angles of 0, 10, 20 and 30 degrees and two values
of Young's modulus were considered. The presentation included gravi-
tational load-displacement curves, stress distributions, development
of yield zones, and velocity fields. A direct evaluation of the overall
stability of slope from the finite element results was properly made
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so that the limit load could be defined within the frameworks of the
limit equilibrium and limit analysi~ methods. The limit loads from the
finite element and the limit analysis methods were then compared.
6.2 Conclusions
"From the results of this study, the following conclusions can
be drawn:
On the method of variational calculus:
. (1) The method is very useful in searching for the shape of the
most critical slip surface and its corresponding normal
stress distribution. It is however less practical for slope
stability computation due to its highly mathematical involve-
ment.
(2) For a horiz0ntal slope of homogeneous c-~ soil, the shape
of the most critical slip surface is log-spiral of angle ~
~
and not a circular a~ as reported earlier by Spencer (1969).
~
(3) The normal stress distribution along the log-spiral slip surface
shows a tension zone immediately below ground surface behind
the crest and a high stress region around the toe. A good
agreement has been observed when comparing these distributio"ns
with the stress solutions from the finite element method
(Figs. 5.30 & 5.31).
On the limit analysis method:
(1) The upper bound method of limit analysis can be successfully
used to determine the critical height of slope. Within its
framework, . the method Is soundly logical and often gives an
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insight to the physical problem. It is convenient and more
adaptable to slopes of difficult soils and complex boundaries.
Its capability of offering a closed-form mathematical solution
is remarkable.
(2) Comparison between some of the upper-bound limit analysis and
the availabl~ limit equilibrium solutions shows an excellent
agreement. The tables and design charts given in Chap. 4
for inhomogeneous and anisotropic slopes covering a wide range
of friction angles and slope inclinations should be reliable
and useful for engineers.
On the finite element method: The following conclusions should be con-
sidered applicable to vertical slopes under the gradually increased
soil's weight, y.
(I) The elastic-plastic finite element solutions are significantly
influenced by the element arrangement. Uniform mesh was
found most successful for this type of problem where loading
has taken place everywhere within the slope. This is in
contrast to the localized footing loads in bearing capacity
problems where non-uniform mesh has been found to yield
better results.
(2) The effect of large deformation on the elastic-plastic pro-
gressive failure solutions is extremely significant. The
difference between small and large deformation analyses is
noticeable even at lower loads. The large deformation analysis
yields a lower limit load, and therefore is more critical.
The condition is reversed in bearing capacity problems as
reported by Davidson (}~l~).
(3) Bulging or loss of ground at any point along the vertical
slope boundary is considered as the instability condition of
slope. The location of this point is above the toe at a
distance of approximately one-sixth of the slope height. The
distance does not seem to be'affected by the finite element
discretization a~d soil's properties.
(4) The velocity fields at the final load increment show both
"discontinuity" and "separation", and may 'therefore be consid-
ered as kinematical admissible within the framework of the
limit analysis method.
(5) It is possible to evaluate the overall slope stability
directly from the available finite element solutions. The
methods have been fully described in Chap. 5. Comparison of
the limit values of y from finite element and limit analysis
methods shows a very good agreement. Consequently, the limit
analysis and some of the limit equilibrium solutions are
accurate within a tolerable limit.
6.3 Recommendations fo'r Future Work
Slope stability analysis by the method of variational calculus
may be extended to cover the inhomogeneity and anisotropy of soils.
The use a modified Coulomb yield criterion with tension cut-off would be
interesting. More studies are needed regarding a proper selection of
the functional to be optimized.
The upper-bound method of limit analysis seems to provide an
adequate number of stability solutions generally required by the engineers.
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Regarding the elastic-plastic, large deformation finite
element analysis, it is recommended that the effective stress ana~ysis
should be considered as an extension of this work. Soils are multi-phase
materials comprising a solid skeleton and fluid. A useful feature of
the effective stress principle is that it allows time effects to be
considered in terms of the pore pressure variable. Thus, if some
means is available of determining the pore pressure--and this may be
difficult analyticaily--all problems whether time independent or not
can be treated the same way of effective stress. The effective stress
analysis automatically requires a more sophisticated soil model if the
finite element method was to be used in the analysis. The critical
state or the work-hardening model developed at Cambridge is so far the
only model which reflects this principle. Although some analyses using
Cambridge model have been briefly reported in the literature, it is f~lt
that more extensive studies using these models could be extremely
interesting.
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Table 3.1 Comparison of Stability Number, N = ~C H by Methods of Limit Equilibrium and Limit Analysis for
s c
v
an Isotropic and Homogeneous Soil (~= constant)
Slope Angle ~ in Degrees
Friction 90 70 50 30
Angle Limit Limit Limit Limit Limit Limit Limit Limit~ Equilibrium Analysis Equilibrium Analysis 'Equil ibrium Analysis Equilibrium Analysisin Degrees
q> Circlea Log- q> Circlea Log- q> Circlea Log- q> Circlea Log-Spiral· Spiral Spiral Spiral
0 3.83 3.82 4.80 4.80 5.52 5.52 5.53 5.53
5 4.19 4.19 5.47 5.47 6.92 ·6.92 9.13 9.13
20 5.50 5.50 8.30 8.30 13.63 13.63· -- --
30 6.69 6.69 11.48 11.48 24.41 25.41 -- --
40 8.29 8.29 17.15 17.15 71.49 . 71.50 -- --
aTaylor
Table 3.2 Comparison of Stability Number, N =~ H for an
. s C c
v
Anisotropic but Homogeneous Soil (~= 0)
a10
Curved Failure Surface
Slope Angle Anisotropy Limit Limit
(Degree) Factor Equilibrium Analysis
13 K
~ Circlea Log-Spiral
1.0 3.83 3.83
0.9 -- 3.81
90 0.8 -- 3.790.7 -- 3.78
0.6 -- 3.76
0.5 -- 3.74
1.0 4.79 4.79
0.9 4.72 4.72
70 0.8 4.65 4.650.7 4.58 4.58
0.6 4.49 4.49
0.5 4.41 4.41
1.0 5.68 5.68
0.9 5.54 5.54
50 0.8 5.35 5.380.7 5.19 5.23
0.6 5.09 5.09
0.5 .4.85 4.95
1.0 -- 7.45
0.9 -- ·7.20
30 0.8 -- 6.950.7 -- 6.70
0.6 -- 6.45
0.5 -- 6.19
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Table 3.3 Comparison of Stability Number, N
s
=~ z for an Anisotropic
v
and Nonhomogeneous Soil with the Cohesion Stress, C Increasing Linearly
with Depth (~= 0)
Curved Failure Surface
Slope Angle Anisotropy Limit Limit
(Degree) Factor Equilibrium Analysis
I' K
~ Circ1ea Log-Spiral
1.0 2.00 2.00
0.9 2.00 2.00
90 0.8 2.00 2.000.7 2.00. 2.00
0.6 2.00 2.00
0.5 2.00. 2.00
1.0 2.77 2.77
0.9 2.73 2.73
70 0.8 2.69 2.690.7 2.65 2.65
0.6 2.61 2.61
0.5 2.50 2.52
1.0 3.78 3.78
0.9 3.66 . 3.66
50 0.8 3.56 3.560.7 3.45 3.45
0.6 3.31 3.31
0.5 3.17 3.20
1.0 5.50 5.50
0.9 -- 5.22
30 0.8 5.00 5.000.7 -- 4.69
0.6 -- 4.41
0.5 4.18 4.16 .
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Table 4.1 Stability Number N
s
= H
c
~ by Limit Analysis for Constant C
v
v
Stability Number N
s
Slope -Aniso- Friction Friction Friction Friction Friction
Angle tropy Angle Angle Angle Angle Angle I(Degree) F~ctor (Degree) (Degree) (Degree) (Degree) (Degree)
~ K cp = 0 cp = 10 cp = 20 cp = 30 cp = 40
m = 45° m = 50° m = ,55° m = 60° m = 65°
1.0 3.83 4.58 5.50 6.78 8.52
0.9 3.82 4.57 5.49 6.75 8.49
90 0.8 3.81 4.56 5.48 6.73 8.460.7 3.79 4.54 5.47 6.70 8.42
0.6 3.78 4.53 5.45 6.67 8.39
0.5 3.76 4.51 5.44 6.65 8.39
(".
1.0 4.79
"
6.24 8.29 11.48 17.22
0.9 4.72 6.20 8.24 11.42 17 .13
70 0.8 4.65 6.15 8.18 11.35 17.040.7 4.58 6;09 8.12 11.28 16.94
0.6 4.49 6.03 8.06 11.21 16.85
0.5 4.41 5.97 7.99 11.14 16.75
1.0 5.68 8.51 13.64 25.74 --
0.9 5.58 8.43 13.44 25.40 --
50 0.8 5.47 8.29 13.24 25.08 --0.7 5.37 8.15 13.04 24.75 --
0.6 5.27 8.02 12.83 24.43 --
0.5 5.16 7.86 12.63 24.11 --
1.0 7.45 26.74 -- -- --
0.9 7.28 26.10 -- -- --
30 0.8 7.12 25.45 -- -- --0.7 6.96 24.80 -- -- --
0.6 6.79 24.16 -- -- . --
0:5 6.63 23.51 -- -- --
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Table 4.2 Stability Number N = 1!cz by Limit Analysis for C Increasing
. s v
. v .
Linearly witb Depth
Stability Number N
s
Slope Aniso- Friction Friction Friction Friction Friction
Angle tropy Angle Angle Angle Angle Angle
Degree) Factor (Degree) (Degree) (Degree) (Degree) (Degree)
I' K cp = 0 cp= 10 cp= 20 cp= 30 cp = 40
m = 45° m = 50° m = 55° m= 60° m = 65°
1.0 2.00 2.42 2.90 3.75 . 4.66
0.9 2.00 2.40 2.87 3.74 4.66
90 0.8 2.00 2.38 2.85 3.73 4.650.7 2.00 2.38 2.85 3.72 4.64
0.6 2.00 2.38 2.85 3.72 4.64
0.5 2.00 2.38 2.85 3.71 4.63
I,
1.0 2.;83 3.68 4.74 6.73 9.81
0.9 2.77 3.54 4.68 6.63 9.76
70 0:8 2.74 3.53 4.65 6.43 9.710.7 2.73 3.51 4.63 6.40 9.66
0.6 2.71 3.49 4.61 6.36 9.60
0.5 2.69 3.47 4.58 6.33 9.55
1.0 3.94 5.44 8.62 15.50 --
0.9 3.85 5.35 8.45 15.23 .--
50 0.8 3.76 5.26 8.28 14.96 --0.7 3.61 5.16 8.10 14.69 --
0.6 3.52 5.06 7.93 14.42 --
0.5 3.45 4.95 7.76 14.09 --
1.0 5.47 19.33 -- -- --
0.9 5.31 18.72 -- -- --
30 0.8 5.14 18.11 -- -- --0.7 4.98 17.50 -- -- --
0.6 4.82 16.89. -- -- --
0.5 4.66 16.28 -- -- --
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Table 4.3 Stability Number for Slopes with Several Inclined
Boundaries,·al~a2= 0.5
Stability Number, N = H Y/c
s c
90° 3.83
70° 4.39
60° 4.67
50° 4.70
40° 5.28
4.06
4.33
4.59
4.85
!
5.12
5.39
5.74
4.30
4.56
4.80
5.04
5.28
5.53
5.92
4.58
4.82
5.04
5.25
5.46
5.73
6.15
4.92
5.13
5.32
5.51
5.72
6.03
6.48
5.38
5.55
5.73
5.92
6.17
6.49
6.99
6.06
6.17
6.30
6.72
6.99
7.43
7.89
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Table 4.4 Stability Number for Slopes with Several Indined
. Boundaries, CX1 /CX2 = 1.0
Stability Number, N = H yjc
s c
-.'
.
90 3.83
80 4.20
3.96
4.33
4.10
4.46
4.26
4.61
4.47 4.76
4.81 ·5.08
5.23
5.52
70 4.57
5.02· 5.12
5.12 5.37
60 4.92
4.68 4.80
,..
4.94
5.25 5.41 5.63
5.78
6.04
50
40
30
5.27
5.60
6.05
5.35 5.43
5.67 5.76
6.15 6.28
5.54
5.89
6.41
5.69
6.06
6.61
5.93
6.35
6.92
6.37
6.81
7.45
Table 4.5 Stability Number .for Slopes with Several Inclined
Boundaries, ~ljcx2 = 2.0
.- ._~
. Stability _Number ,. N .= H yjc - ._.
--
....
--
s c
". - ..
~ 90° 80° 70° 60° 50° 40° 30°
90 3.83 3.89 3.95 4.02 4.11 4.24 4.45
80 4.27 4.33 4.39 4.45 4.54 4.67 4.87
70 4.69 4.74 4.80 4.86 4.95 5.07 5.26
60 5.10 5.14 5.19 5.25 5.32 5.43 5.61
50 5.47 5.51 5.55 5.60 5.67 5.77 5.95
40 5.85 5.89 5.93 5.99 6.07 6.19 6.39
30 6.37 6.42 6.48 6.55 6.65 6.79 7.02
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APPENDIX I - NOTATIONS
The fol1o~ing symbols are used in the variational .calculus
. 0
and limit analysis ITEthods of Chaps. 2, 3 and 4.
C
C.
1.
D·A
H,H
c
i
K
m
n'
N
N
s
N
so
P,Q
= horizontal cohesion stress at the level of the toe
= cohesion stress when the major principal stress
at failure is inclined at angle i to the vertical
= cohesion stresses at the depths from zero to H
and greater than H respectively (Fig. 1)
= principal cohesion stresses in the horizontal and
. vertical directions respectively
= rate of dissipation of energy per unit area
= height and critical height of embankment,
:~espectively .
i
= angle of rotation of major principal stress from
vertical, measured clockwise
= degree of anisotropy = Ch/C
v
= angle between failure plane and the plane normal
to the direction of the major stress which in-
clines at angle i with the vertical direction
= soil strength factor, see Fig. 4.8
= vertical height of the log-spiral surface below
toe
= depth factor
= ratio of cohesion stresses at various depth,
as shown in
= stability number
= stability number for homogeneous and isotropic
slope
= stability number for anisotropic slope
= stability number for inhomogeneous slope
= principal stress
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qr,R
r ,r(e),r (e),r(e)
o 0
r' (e)
s
Vee)
z
cr(e)
1"(8)
y
q>
Al ,A 2 ,A 3
8
0
,8h ,80 ,8h
8
m
(2
= uniform surcharge load
=. length parameter defining zone of radial shear
•
= length variables of logarithmic spiral curve
= dr/de
= slip surface
= discontinuous velocity across the failure plane
= weight of sliding mass, fictitious weight.
= ordinate measured from top of slope
= normal stress distribution along slip surface
= tangential stress distribution along slip surface
I. . h "f '1
= ;unl.t wel.g t 0 SOl.
= friction angle of soil
= constant parameters
= angular variables
= angle of a log spiral curve
= angular parameters of an embankment
= depth factor of the slope
= angular velocity
= maximum rate of engineering shear strain
= tensile principal component of the plastic
. strain rate tensor
The following symbols are used in the·finite element method
of Chap. 5.
B
[D]
e ..l.J
= defined by Eq. 5.8
= elastic-plastic constitutive matrix
= infinitesimal strain tensor
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E = Young's modulus
f = yield function
G=shear modulus
J l = first invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor
J 2 = secohd invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor
k = material constant of Drucker~Prager yield function
s.. = deviatoric stress tensor
1J
a.. = Cartesian stress tensor
1J
a ,a ,a ,T ,T ,T = Cartesian stress components at a point in the soil
x y. z xy yz zx
Yxy = engineering shearing strain
a = material constant of Drucker-Prager yield function
A = constant relating plastic strain vector and
normal to yield surface
v = Poisson's'ratio
~ = soil friction angle
y = soil unit weight
5ij = Kronecker delta
I
I
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